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Lightning falling all around me.
Silver lights hanging over the
trees.
Guns singing love songs in
their own words ofpraise.
Hanging from weeds over the
moon like a flower in the
pitch dark dust.
Tigers praying from time
again and again lying in the dark
Stars twisting rings of their
everlasting ways.
Finger tips walking down
the eyes of Life.
Distance of the rain falling long,
wide tunnels of darkness never
ending no return.
Motionless lips of a
child following their dream
like a river never knowing
how far it will last.
Water burning under my
feet scratching thoughts
from my head.
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ABOUT THIS ANTHOLOGY . . .
The 1995-96 Arkansas Writers in the Schools Program was
funded by the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville; the Walton
Family Foundation; and by the participating schools. The
program is staffed by members of the university's programs in
Creative Writing, English, and Translation.
Arkansas Writers in the Schools is grateful to all of the state's
students, teachers, and administrators who participated in the
program during the past school year, and who helped to make it
a success.
The WITS staff thanks those at the University of Arkansas who
have contributed time and effort towards the program and the
production of this anthology: Dr. Charles Adams, Rhonda
Benish Adams, Nancy Saunders, Chad Andrews, and the staff of
Printing Services.
To the best of our knowledge, this anthology consists entirely of
student work. Although editors do correct spelling, no other
intentional changes are made in the poems during the production
of this anthology. What follows are the words and imaginings of
Arkansas' youth.
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ARCH FORD EDUCATION SERVICE COOPERATIVE
Plumerville, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Polly Bakker
Visiting Writers: Cindy King and Denise Rogers

Hands
My hands are having an affair.
Popeye is powerless to stop them. They love Olive Oyl.
I couldn't stop them. Now they is a crazy cartoon
intent on putting me into a can of spinach. My hands
do very weird things. One time I materialized,
blind and confused on American Bandstand back in
the '80s. I fluttered around for quite a while. My
hands are very meticulous. They made me clean
my room so many times that my body couldn't
keep up. There was the situation. A boy lying on the
floor unconscious while his hands
maddenly dragged him around the room, organizing
and reorganizing the various items of no particular
importance.
Jason Wakefield

Untitled
Two Beings that are not part of the
whole,
these are the phalange-cropped organisms at
the end of my arms.
The two have minds of their own.
They kept me from flailing in the ocean as a
child, as I rafted down a Green River
into an estuary full of gruesome Sea Snakes.
The crazy canoe would have overturned,
had it not been for these two objects,
strong as a Quarterhorse as they gripped
oak paddles. Had it not been for my hands,
who knows what might be?
Perhaps a life in morbid captivity of
Poseidon
(of the queer old Greek fables).
But as it was the canoe was landed on
the beach, and these hands were
free once more, as they merrily sifted
through the sand in search of
Drake's last treasure.

Jess Knapp
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MY Hands

My hands are the motivation of
a projector showing a filmstrip;
they try to characterize mourning as
they wander to film the tragic accident.
My hands are the the hands of a mourning
widow, once dependent on a husband,
now rationalizing why he is gone
and what all the publicity is for.
Laria Smiley

Untitled
A- reminds me of silver, like the frost
on the ground on a cool crisp clear
night, reflecting in the moonlight.

0 - is ochre like the sourmash whiskey
in a lonely half-drunken bottle that
sets behind the bar.

E - reminds me of brown like the color
of the tobacco in a freshly open can
of Copenhagen.

U - looks like pale green, on them
hot summer days in the hayfield
cuttin sprigged bermuda grass that's only
had about 2 days dryin time that
falls out of the back of the Baler
in pale green squares.

I- in my eye is intercepted as white,
like setting on a deerstand all day when
finally that trophy buck comes walkin
by, and as you slowly start to
raise your gun, he turns, you
hang your head in agony as you watch
the whiteness of his tail slowly fade
back into the woods.

Adam McClung

Untitled
My boyfriend gave me a smooch.
My mother hit the roof.
My boyfriend left America,
to avoid my mother's pursuit.
I wept and sobbed and moaned.
I stayed in my home all alone
and thought about that one kiss
that made my whole life a mess.
One morning a telegram came.
My mother caught up
with him in Spain. He was
cornered in Madrid and slain. My
mother the ox, as slick as a fox ,
cut off his lips, and placed them
in a box. She brought them back
to me, to let me plainly see, that
no one would kiss me and survive,
so now I stay single and alive.

WITS!
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BATESVILLE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Batesville, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Mary Faulkenberry
Visiting Writers: Jay Karr and James Katowich

A Sunflower
My hand is shaped like a sunflower
with petals missing
It wants to touch the giggling face
of Andrew Keegan
It seems to be smiling whether I am or not
It has waxed the hood of a '55 T-Bird
It has written 17 stories in one day
It has torn the forest green leaves
off a stem
My hand has 5 fingers that have
felt a silk shirt
My hand has felt the lips of a
little girl kissing her mom good night

Nail Ligaments Vivacious
and Skin
This hand is vivid
Like a dictionary colored by a
2 year old with fluorescent crayons.
This hand looks as if it goes jogging
Everyday from 5:00P.M. 'til
7:00A.M.
This endurance it has gotten
from writing and practicing
trills, wrist staccato, arpeggio,
and scales.
This hand feels good when
it caresses a cashmere cardigan
or a short goatee.
This hand is sore and hurt
after a 9 page report on the
Flavian Amphitheater in Rome.

Nikola Townsend

Andrea Weatherman

The Oddly Colored World On

MY Hand

My hand is a violet Victorian house with dandy lions
lining the yard.
A doberman is running around playing in the backyard
by the vermillion fence.
I am playing basketball on my indigo basketball
court by my violet house.
I have a violet fishing pond in my backyard.
When my fingers pop there is an earthquake
and the fingers, which are peninsulas, sink under
the indigo ocean.

Anthony Gonn
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Mamal married Rebecca. Mamal was Iranian, but Rebecca was from a farm in
Minnesota. It didn't really matter to them. They were in love. Since Mamal had moved to
the U.S., they agreed that it would be fair for him to choose the state they would live in.
He chose Arizona. To Mamal, Arizona was the most beautiful state in the entire nation. It
reminded him of Iran's deserts.
They lived in Arizona for 2 years and had a son, Richard. Mamal taught Richard the
ways of Islam, even though Rebecca was a Catholic. She agreed to this when Mamal
reminded her that Richard had never even met his relatives, and he deserved to have some
Iranian heritage for his son.
One day Rebecca was sitting on the porch with a book when she heard her husband
crying. She rushed to him.
"What is it Mamal?" she cried.
"My mother ... ," answered Mamal, his deep voice shaking. "She has died."
Rebecca gently laid her work-worn hand on his broad shoulder. "I will have to go to
Iran," said Mama! softly.
On the plane and the bus ride to Mamal's hometown, Mama! told Richard about Iran's
culture, people, and windswept deserts. Rebecca looked at her son and couldn't help but
notice how much Richard looked like his father, with a solid build and dark complexion.
She told herself that Richard had her grey eyes, but a tiny thought was in the back of her
mind.
"What have I given him?"
In the town, much had changed. Soldiers patrolled the streets and women were totally
covered. Rebecca didn't like this, but felt sorry for Mamal so she stayed silent and covered
herself entirely.
Then one afternoon, as she was browsing in the marketplace when a bomb exploded.
Rebecca was mortally wounded. Mama! came to visit her in the low-budget hospital in the
next town. He knelt at her bedside.
"Mamal," whispered Rebecca. "Where is Richard?"
"He's at school."
"What have I given him, Mamal?"
Mamal didn't have to think about that. "Your grey eyes," he said and Rebecca died.
Annie Stricklin
Air

I am a thing that can bring many changes.
I can be crisp, cool, stuffy, or mean.
I can give you warm ocean breezes and
cool winter days.
Some days I feel good and give you nice still days.
Other days I feel weighted down and give you
heavy humid days.
Every now and then I'm in a very bad mood.
On those days I bring whirling snow,
I blow roofs off of houses and make palm trees sway.

WITS!
Writers in the Schools
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BEEBE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Beebe, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Brenda Cunningham
Visiting Writers: Beth Ann Fennelly and Michelle Richmond
Inside a Comet
I wonder what it would be like to fly
inside a comet
across the starry sky.

Train

To pass the millions of galaxies.
In the cold of space, to warm my feet
while passing a star
and enjoying its heat.

You know you're in my dreams when
you hear the pictures rattling
against the wall,
you feel the rolling of the land.
You smell gas bursting
into flames as pipes break,
you taste smoke
like burnt toast
You see orange, black and red.
Fear runs through your spine,
chill bumps make your hair stand
on end.

On to the earth I would tumble,
and strike the ground
with an earth-shaking rumble.
And as people watched me fall,
they would wonder what it would be
like
to be inside.
Dusty Harrell

Caryn Price

What's It Like Inside A Grandfather Clock?
I see gears and sprockets
all around me.
The tick-tock of the pendulum
is steady and monotonous.
I smell oil on gears and sprockets.
I reach out to touch a spinning gear,
it feels hard and cold.
The oil is so strong I can taste it.
Courtneylones
I Had

A Blind Date With A Book

I had a blind date with a big book.
We went to far off lands,
back in time,
and to Hollywood.
He introduced me to some really
cool people. He talked
a lot, and I never got a word in.
So I decided to shut him up.
Lindsay Davis
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The Fidgety Chair
Heavy weight on my back.
I taste the dust of the floor.
I hear the pounding of footsteps
around the house.
Wood burns in the fireplace.
The thought of the fireplace
and the wood in it makes me fidget.
I could be next.
When he gets angry,
he tosses everything into the fire.

Nikki Cotton

The fuNkY Ginko
The fan-shaped leaf
floating through the air
became blown
many miles away, changing
colors along the way. It
ends up on a Chinese Man's
hat who drops it bending over
picking up rice.

Anonymous

I Had A Blind

Date With ...

I had the strangest blind datewith a volleyball!
Of course my parents were ecstatic
for you see my family
loves volleyball
I had a problem at the restaurant
he kept bouncing off the walls
and it seemed all he talked about was his old
girlfriends
Bump
Set, and
Spike
So after an evening
of volleying around
about world events and wild sports
I went home.
And looking back,
that's been my most deflating date.
Leah Carroll

WI TS !
Writers in the Schools
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BRADFORD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Bradford, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Nolan Brown
Visiting Writers: Angie Macri and Katrina Vandenberg

Rabbit
As I walked through
the snowy fields my
boots thumping aloud
a rabbit jumps from
out of the bush.
As I walked down
the old Indian path
I wondered what he
was seeing, hearing, touching,
He was probably
seeing pine trees and
deer and grasshoppers.
He was probably seeing
· squirrels and leaves doing
somekinda polka as I
walked down the old
Indian trail.
He was probably hearing
moo moo from the pasture
across the field and the
squirrels jumping from tree to
tree. And he might in the
far distance, me, my boot
thudding against the
old Indian trail.
I figured he was
touching the soft crisp
grass the briers and
brambles against his skin
as I walk down the old
Indian trail.
Jeffery Mormon

How To Know For Sure You're In Bradford,

AR

Bradford is as small as my shoe.
On Fridays and Saturdays you'll hear the roll of skates
and the sound of people falling down to country music
at the rink. There's a flickery light for Main Street Pizza
with its old windows and salad bar.
You hear the boom of the trains that haul coal and scrap metal.
People here fix trucks and make recipe holders for you for nothing.
Fifth period, 6th grade class poem
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What Does Thunder Look Like
It might
look like
a bomb
going off.
It might
look like
the flashes
coming off
your tv.
It might
look like
someone pouring
milk out
of the
sky.
It might
look like
a team
playing football.
William Laddy

Untitled
Untitled
A rainbow might
sound like the
wind soaring
through the
sky. It might
sound like a
deer drinking
ice cold water.
It might sound
like lightning hitting
a tree. Or rain
chattering on me. It
might even sound
like leaves dancing
in the meadow.
Or cattails clunking
on each other.

The moon sounds like
A gun going off.
When a person blows a whistle.
A car going.
A girl screaming.
And a big wave hitting the water.
David Story

lana Jones

WITS!
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C.B. PARTEE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Brinkley, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Ginny Manatt
Visiting Writers: Michael Downs and John Reimringer

The Man in the Cave
One wet day in July a man named John Dalton went to work in a cave. He took his
air hammer and went to work. He worked three hours until he hit the jackpot. Suddenly,
piles of gold doubloons started pouring out. Nobody knew how he got so rich.
A year later John went to Las Vegas to gamble all of his riches. Gambled and
gambled and gambled until one night the best gambler, named Alcapone, came. John lost
all the money he got, and for that reason he became a gangster. You will probably know
him as John Dillinger.
Note: This is a fiction story. It's not true.
Matthew French

Rock With Hole
Untitled

I have a hole
in me.
It seems like
the middle of
me is
gone
gone
forever.

I am a miniature collie.
I live in New York
Where there are many tall buildings
about 100 feet tall,
many houses
and a lot of schools
and a lot of stores,
but whenever I walk in they
tell me to get out.
I do not know what
I did wrong 'cause
the only place
I'm allowed is the vet.

Fransine Webb

Beth DeWitt

I'm a Globe

I'm a globe green and brown,
I'm a globe turning on an axle,
I'm a globe causing earthquakes,
I'm a globe that has many oceans,
I'm a globe that is dying for you.
K rystle Walcon
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Grass
Every time I start to grow
someone starts mowing me down.
I wish they'd give me a break.

I don't understand
why they won't let
me grow.
Give me a chance.
You can see how
long I can be.
And so that's why
I'm mad.
I wish you could
get that
through your
big thick head.
And if you don't
I'll show you
how bad I can be.
If you want me to
be bad I'll grow behind
your back.
Crystal Morgan

Things That Fog Hides In Arkansas
My sister when she bothers me.
My clothes when I need them.
A snot-nosed boy.
My homework.
The school so no one can find it.
A tom down car.
Bad weather.
My enemies.
My mother when she's mad at me.
The dishes.
That fuzzy dog that chases me.
That big tree I ran into like a truck.
My life when I say it's unfair.
La La land when it gets too boring.
Ten o'clock because that's my bed time.
Trouble when it's on my way to me.
My cheek-pinching aunts.
My horrible cousin.
Baseball practice.
Colds.
Flu.
Diarrhea.
Prince Brandon

An Untitled Story
I found a picture of someone and he had on a Brinkley football jacket. I took it to
my grandma and she told me an interesting story. The man in the picture looked familiar.
My grandma said that his name is Vince Gill the country singer. She said he was my third
cousin and I started to jump up and down. Then she told me the story.
He got lost at a truck stop and his parents left the truck stop thinking he was in the
car but when they got back to their house they found out he wasn't there. They looked
everywhere but couldn't find him. They checked the truck stop, too, and he wasn't there.
Someone found him and took him home with them. He grew up with the people. They
loved country music so they taught him how to sing. Then he started singing on stage and
he·kept on singing until he began singing country music. Then he went to Nashville,
Tennessee to sing. That's when my grandma saw him on TV. She started to cry because it
had been so long since she had seen him. The last time she saw him he was only eight
years old. Now he comes to visit her sometimes or she will go see him. She said it's so
nice to have him back.
Jared Long

WITS!
Writers in the Schools
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CEDAR PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Trumann, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: AI Fisher
Visiting Writers: Troy Benowitz and James Katowich
Summer Flowers
Sweet Violet
Ucalyptas
March Marigold
Madonna Lilly
Eight-Petalled Mountain Violet
Rocky Mountain Columbine
May Apple
Coneflower
Desert Lilly
Arctic Poppy
Northern Pine
Indian Pipe
Evening Primrose
Lilly or Lilac

Animals Doing Silly Things
Dog guarding bird.
Cat chasing cat.
Bird guarding dog house.
Ashley McPherson

Summer McDaniel

How
to Know
You're in a Volcano
You feel like you're a hot pig on a frying pan.
It sounds like the devil screaming for more foolish people.
It feels like a smouldering jungle.
It tastes like a Cajun pig being torched.
It smells like a burning hot person.
Untitled
J
0

r
d
a
n

s
e
r

fish hook
apple
gun
dinosaur head
girl
grave
snake
dot
axe
roof
sled

Jordan Siler

Untitled
J
A
N
A
E

the platform you hang someone on
a balloon with two strings on the side
a letter Z
a salt shaker
two magnets stuck together

G
L

a capital C with a tail
a hook
an egg opemng
an alligator's mouth
a window
a bee and its antennae

0

v

E
R

Janae Glover
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Untitled

Untitled
D
A
r
r
e
n

cent sign
oil well
water faucet
gun
fire cracker fuse
snail

H two skis
e kink in a water hose
1 umbrella handle
1 hook
u tea cup
m humps on a camel
s curly slide

L
U
C
A
S

comer of a building
a swerve of a car
themoon
aramp
a snake

M
I
L
L
E
R

anoodle
a sky scraper
a mountain
a bird sideways
stars
a bump in the streets

Lucas Miller

Darren Hellwns

How to Know When You're in a Pencil Sharpener
A pencil sharpener smells like chalk dust in the air when you're sawing wood.
A pencil sharpener tastes like a frog's shadow hopping on a Lilly pad.
A pencil sharpener feels like a bruised apple on a green tree.
A pencil sharpener sounds like a radiator sounding its most awful sound.
A pencil sharpener looks like a radio blasting rock and roll.

Lauren Elizabeth Linton

Untitled

D Bow
E
R
R
I
C
K

Swing set
Curled slide
Stairs
Anchor
Cobra
Pliers

F
L
E
T
C
H
E
R

Monkey wrench
Hook
Broken ladder
Stoplight
Halfmoon
BarnDoor
Front of a house
Robot

Derrick Fletcher
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CENTRAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Batesville, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Joyce Richey
Visiting Writers: Troy Benowitz and David Koen

Happy Pappy's New Teeth
"Dr. Playground, I'm here for my new teeth," said patient Happy Pappy.
"I'll be with you in a minute," said Dr. Playground. "Come in my office and we
can start right away with pulling out those nasty old teeth while Nurse Nerd gets some new
ones made up for you. The last ones that she made fell apart. So, she is going to make
some new ones out of the last patient we pulled teeth from and she is going to get yours.
"Nurse Nerd, have you got those old teeth finished yet?"
"No." replied Nurse Nerd. "You couldn't get those things cleaned if you tried for a
year! But here they are. Now I have to get the other set ready for the other patient--so she
doesn't get mad and lose control. You know how she does that sometimes!
"Have you got them all pulled out yet?" asked Nurse Nerd.
"Yes. They are laying in the sink," said Dr. Playground. Nurse Nerd got the teeth
and went to work on them.
"Now, Mrs. Happy Pappy, you have new teeth!" said Dr. Playground.
"But these teeth aren't new! Look at how dirty they are!" Happy Pappy shouted.
"They aren't clean, but they're new to you!"
"I came here to make my teeth look better, not get old black teeth! I could have just
kept mine if I knew that they were going to look like this!"
"You said you wanted new teeth not teeth that were nice looking." said Dr.
Playground. "I thought you knew! We only do what the patient says to do."
"But this is not what I wanted!" exclaimed Happy Pappy.
"Well, now, I know, but that is not what you said. You said you wanted new teeth.
Not new clean teeth. Just clean teeth. Any anyway, we don't have any clean teeth left!"
"You could have pulled your own teeth," Happy Pappy responded.
"My teeth don't need pulling!" exclaimed Dr. Playground as he looked at his own
clean white straight teeth in the mirror. "And anyways, I want to keep mine."

Samantha Yarbro

Anger
Anger looks like a pig
snorting apples. Anger sounds
like a giant in his underwear.
Anger smells like monster's breath.
Anger feels like mushy mud.
Anger tastes like dead skunk.

Monique Horan

How to Tell For Sure You're in
It tastes like horse and cow hair.
It smells like chicken manure.
It feels like hay.

MY Yard

It looks like thousands of pounds of ice cream
It sounds like music with all the animals.

Mary Wood
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Love
Love feels like cash and a corvette.
Love sounds like a cash register ringing.
Love tastes like red velvet cake.
Love smells like new paper.
Love looks green and small.
Sarah LaBauve

How to Tell For Sure You're in the City
A city tastes like
my mother's spaghetti. It
smells like a rotten
cheese factory. It
feels like a big lumpy pizza.
It sounds like two cars
crashing together on a
bridge.
Brittany Diane Boutwell

This Is How You
This is how you shoot a deer. This is how you walk a dog. This is how you play
basketball. This is how you play soccer. This is how you catch a fish. This is how you
wash your clothes. This is how you play on a computer. This is how you write. This is
how you make a fist. This is how you drive a car. This is how you wear earrings. This is
how you play football. This is how you bowl. This is how you catch a ball. This is how
you ride a bike. This is how you ignore your older brothers and sisters or younger brothers
and sisters. This is how you skin a fish. This is how you write your name. This is how
you spell. This is how you drive a three-wheeler. This is how you drive a motorcycle. This
is how you catch a frog. This is how you catch a spider. This is how you catch a moth.
This is how you catch a butterfly. This is how you catch a fly. This is how you make a
fortune teller. This is how you carry a baby. This is how you p1ck out new shoes. This is
how you pick out a new basketball. This is how you walk. This is how you clean your
room. This is how you wash dishes. This is ho~ you read a book. This is how you make a
mess. This is how you pick up your clothes. This is how you answer a question. This is
how you carry a lunch box. This is how you brush you hair. This is how you brush your
teeth. This is how you open a book. This is how you write a story. This is how you pick
up a snake. This is how you walk. This is how you talk.
Amy Rush

How to Tell For Sure You're in Batesville
Batesville tastes like fresh catfish caught in the White River.
Batesville smells like a chicken sandwich.
Batesville feels like the face of Mars.
Batesville looks like a Razorback in a pile of cheese with chocolate sauce on top.
Batesville sounds like wolves eating aT-Bone steak.
Mrs. Hendrix's class

WITS!
Writers in the Schools
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CENTRAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Harrison, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Mary Purselley
Visiting Writers: Carolyn Jensen and Susan Maertz

MY Hands
My hands are peaceful
like redwoods when they
are writing beautifully.
My hands sprint
and gallop across the paper.
My hands are hard
and exotic when working.
My hands are American hands.
Megan Thomas.

MY Normal

Kitchen

My kitchen is feared!
It has a beard.
My mom put a disco light up
We have a green polka-dotted pup.
Everyone eats a dancing bean
and a pie that can't be seen.
Watch out,
our pet dinosaur can be mean.
The Food Express, a green train,
passes through the giant horse's mane
Sometimes we have to run
because the refrigerator makes a ton
of monsoon rain. Our kitchen
is so plain.
Nick Shifley

MY Hands
I really don't understand my hands.
Sometimes they feel majestic or exotic.
I think if they had eyes they would have a scornful look.
My hands fidget, sabotaging things.
If my hands were in a tropical forest
they would hear every squeak, scurry, and slither.
Heather Hart/erode

Always Put All Your Eggs In One Basket
If you put all your eggs

in one basket lots
of things happen
that are good.
If you invest in stocks
you get rich.
The stock market crash didn't
cause the Great Depression.
Luke Adams
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The Early Worm Catches the Bird
The early worm will catch the bird,
if it wakes up when it is morning.
The early worm will catch the bird,
only if the world is turning.
The early worm will catch the bird,
only if it is sneaky.
The early worm will catch the birds,
even if it is tiny.
The early worm will catch the bird,
only at night.
CRUNCH!
"That worm tasted just right,"
said the bird.
James Sheldon

MY Hands
Untitled

My hands are magically penetrated
to the bone by a radiologist.
My hand can hold a juicy
mouthwatering Big Mac
vigorously before my face
before I devour it
to invigorate me.
My hands can hold a camera
to my face to take
a breathtaking picture
of the vast plains swarming
with wildlife. My hands
can do it all.

My hands are made of biscuits.
My feet are made of gravy. When I walk,
my feet make a simply magnificent noise.
When I use my monstrous hands,
they leave little flakes behind.
I can't take a bath or dance
in a graceful way. I have to squander
all my money on pepper.
Luke Bennett

Adam Franklin

The Early Worm Catches the Bird
Darkness, nothing in sight.
The worm wakes up with a sudden fright.
He looks around with all his might,
finding weapons that are just right.
He sees a blackbird in its flight.
He pulls the trigger with urging spite.
Bye Bye Birdie, have a good night.
Carline Day

WITS!
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CORNING HIGH SCHOOL
Corning, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Marilyn Brown
Visiting Writers: John Hennessey and Randolph Thomas

MY Hands
My hands are like a yellow bird running in triangles on a computer.
My hands swim like tables in blue water.
My hands travel like a moving car
driving on a freeway.

Melissa Brown

MY Hands
My hands smell like blue flowers
they look smaller than round trees
that need the sun to grow
they sound like running green water

Ashley Barker

The Man at His Computer
The man sat at his computer looking deep into the knowledge of the device. Across the
room sits a cat who senses that her owner is not paying attention to her and says, "I think
I'll go look for mice in the basement" The man types away. When he stops to read his
work, it says, "No mice today."
The cat walks back into the living room and says, "Nobody ever feeds me
anymore." The man at the computer gets a fax that says, ''I'm hungry." The man walks
around the living room thinking about the strange occurrences. After pondering this for
several minutes, he sits down on the couch. The man falls asleep and says, "I think I'll
take a nap now." When the man awakens, he goes to his computer and finds the words,
"Do not wake me up," on the screen. He looks around and no one is there. He looks at
the cat, who is staring back at him. The man runs out of the house and the cat says,
"Where is he going?" The cat walks outside while the answering machine for the telephone
says, "Nice knowing you."

Anonymous

Feet
God created my feet that are as huge as Crystal Gayle's hair. Sometimes my eyeballs can
speak to my feet and tell them to walk around something slimy. My feet live and eat my
socks and shoes. They become elated when they actually see light.

Vinessa Jones
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Feet
I suddenly ask myself who
They do not smell as if a fi sh
did I inherit my beautiful
has died in my shoe
they smell like a field of flowers
feet from,
that have bloomed in June
they do not feel old and wrinkled
My feet would not be very good
as my father's or wide and long
to taste, I know because
as my mother's
They are silky smooth and perfectly shaped I often put my foot in my mouth
when I'm saying something
They are not fat and round or
rectangular in shape
I'm not supposed to say.

Jodi Brownfiel

Home
The house is almost as yellow as a banana,
I see the number 803 over the door,
the white Ford Escort sits out front,
the screen door is broken, we need a new one,
the living room carpet is shaggy and brown,
the TV is black and white, we need a new one,
my stereo is on the fritz again, I need a new one,
there is the smell of spaghetti in the air,
my dad is cooking again, he knows
I hate spaghetti,
I can hear the washing machine rattling,
we need a new one,
my bedroom floor feels like sandpaper,
the hardwood is all scratched up
and it tastes like dirt,
I haven't swept in a while,
my dog runs into the house and jumps up on me,
nearly knocking me over,
I need a new one, I am home.

Jason Mosely

I am home
I am home
my eyes pick out my friend
dead but still alive
i see my love she lies with
her strings finely tuned
she waits for me to hold her
I dance down her ebony neck
safety and security flows through
me like a ghost
the vibrations of my life
pulse through the walls like
a vibrant beast
i am home
the aroma of candles
and timeless smoke fills my nostrils
i am home
my tongue grasps breath
and my mouth steals warm sweet wishes
i am home

Rocky Canady

MY

My hands feel smooth like a boat
sliding across the water
my fingers look like limbs
Hands on a huge tree soaring in the wind.
They sound like thunder
when they dribble a basketball fast.
After water rolls over them they smell
clean and taste like soap.

Christy Smith
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CRAWFORD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Russellville, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Karen Smith
Visiting Writers: Robin Braudwell and Michelle Richmond

A Kiss Thrown by a Girl
Walking Past the Dairy Queen

She threw a kiss at me.
I would have moved
but I was frozen.
The kiss hit me,
because I didn't have a glove.
It knocked me down
and I became unfrozen.
She got closer and closer
And then we kissed.

Jimmy Sellers

This Is What Happened When We Lost the TV
I screamed.
I screamed so loud all of the windows in the house broke,
even the windows upstairs.

Kathy

Moon Go Away
Moon go away, I don 't love you no more.
You go down too soon.
I want to play basketball longer.
You are a sleazebag.

I've Only Wanted Three Things

I've only wanted three things.
A goose with dark blue wings.
Mama about to say, "Do you have your milk money?"
Mama cooking turkey in honey.
And no one knows Mama died last summer,
and now I have to cut all the wood for her.

Anonymous
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Justin

What Happened to the Moon
I stepped on the moon,
then I planted a boom,
then the moon blew up
and I flew like an arrow.

Cody Cole

-•

If I Had

to Build a House

If I had to build a house, I would smell
the wood before I got it.
I would hear the wood chopping.
Then it would have to look like a house.
It would have to feel like sawdust.

Kevin Elliott

-•

MY Magic Carpet
My magic carpet flies over Arabian castles.
It feels like I'm taking a free fall.
I hear a crow calling Cha! Cha! Cha!
I see a magic waterfall and dive right in.
I taste apples picked right off the trees.

Lindsey Howard

-•

MY Wolf
My wolf smells real clean.
My wolf feels soft.
My wolf is grey and white.

Rachel Taylor

-•
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CRAWFORDSVILLE ELEMENTARY
AND CRAWFORDSVILLE HIGH SCHOOLS

Crawfordsville, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Mike Hyman
Visiting Writers: Beth Ann Fennelly and Jay Karr

Faith
Faith is a rubbing of alcohol.

Roshella Calloway

What Could a Cord Look Like?
The Ocean!!

A cord could look like a snake
swimming in the ocean. A stick
flexibly bending. A cloud tying
in a knot, or a piece of white
paper winded up. It could look
like a walking rope used in
The circus for walking on ,
an orange car that has been
smashed flat, or white
spaghetti is going in your
mouth. A cord
could look like the red stripes
on a flag that a dragon ' s
teeth has put a line through,
white milk that has been hardened
before your eyes even
a road that has been painted green.
A cord could look like a big fearsome
alligator in the Pacific Ocean.

The ocean is clear
Clear, like a red lion's skin.
The ocean is a bunch of waves
Waves, like in my hair.
The ocean is deep
Deep, like a girl asleep.

Carnell "Meechie" Barbee

La.Quinncia Dyson

The Smalltaneous, Gitaneous Restaurant
The Gitaneous job like an ocean
Surrounded with hundreds of people
With colors like a deluxe cheeseburger
Cars driving through like a group of roaches
The kitchen is hotter than blood running though a body
Hands moving like a bad rain storm.
It's small like a baby toe
The food looks like food falling from an airplane

Shaketia Macklin
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The Naismith Game

A pooch with a grin is at the jump point.
Ticket collector smells of Ben Gay. Reaches
her hand to get my money with a hand of clay.
The players have colors of blood running over bushes.
The coach voices sound of a crying whale.
The smell of hot dogs and jalapenos.
The sound of hundreds of fans blowing.
the players sweat like water running down a window.
The referees look like zebras running from fear.

The Bus
Enos Henderson
It's shaped like a twisted
banana.
An echo of a stampede of cattle
goes from place to place even
Santa Anna.
Often looks like a hallway
in a school complete with people.
Often you'd hear
the whispered sound of a baby's
rattle.

The Library
Lanice Warren

Big and filled it carries an assortment of stories of every kind.
It smells of new vinyl leather.
You can taste the fear
of the dramas as they deal with emotions.
Listen to the quietness as the librarian stills everyone in sight.
Feel the pressure of your peers
lifting away as I read
a mystery in a hard-back blue book.

The Pencil
Catrina Banks
The pencil is like the beak of a bird.
The pencil is like a stick in a sucker,
that tastes like the color of red or strawberry.
The pencil is like a snake in a yard or tree or garden.
The pencil is like the toes on Goofy's feet.
The pencil is like the smell of the wood in which it came from.
The pencil is like a bird in the sky which flies back to its young.
The pencil is like the hair in my head, which flaps in the wind.
The pencil is like the bird that comes to eat the snake in the grass which is coming to get the
sucker on the stick which is stuck in my hair that is flapping in the wind.
The pencil is smooth like clouds in the sky.
The pencil sounds like the roar of a pig with long, long horns.
The pencil is like the horns on the pig which kills the bird, so it can't fly anymore.
The pencil can't get to its young, it can't eat the snake, it can ' t get the sucker, it can ' t get
my
hair that's flapping in the wind.
All the pencil does is die.

WITS!
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DERMOTT LOWER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Dermott, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Peggy Hood
Visiting Writers: Michael Catherwood and Michael Downs

The Magic Problem
Sadness

last night I was watching tv
and the magic show came on
and after that I went to bed
when I woke up
the chair became the desk
the pencil became the paper
the book became the newspaper
my mother became my father
the catsup became air-freshener
and my poem became my story
my story became my poem
the end became the end
the end

is like a house
on fire
with all your things inside
but you should be glad
that you and your family
got out

Shanira Moore

Laroya Carbage

Anger

Weird

is like your
teeth growing
crooked.

is a half dog, half horse,
A horsedog eating carrots.
That's weird.

Latoya Carbage

Dominique Bullock

Weird Little Girl
There is a new girl
at our school
she was weird
she wore clothes
to school like this
pink shin, brown and yellow jeans
with red socks
one pink shoe and one blue shoe
one side of her hair long
other side shon
we said she looked like
an alien
she had no friends
then she found a friend

Engrid Wallace
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Flying Horse
It liked me, but
they killed it. I
cried. It was very
big and pretty. I ran
to the bathroom to dry
my face.

On a field trip
everybody was in a field.
Then I looked up and saw a big
black horse. I ran
and told the teacher.
She got in touch with
the police. The horse
came down. They shot it.

Anthony Kucher

Door
I woke up this morning
because Mrs. Arm unlocked me.
She opened me and walked in.
She closed me very softly.
She sat down on the side of me.
The children frightened me
for seven hours
then they left.

Dominique Bullock

Untitled
Courage
is a lion
around a hundred
mice in water.
Mean is two boys
around one boy
in winter.
Weird
is a girl
with a big
bald head.
Kindness
is a man
giving a lost boy
a ride home.

Love
is a big
candy cane
made from a candy
bar.
Hate
is picking
up a rock, and
throwing it at
someone.
Sadness
tastes like
sour pickles.

Angela 0 ' Neal
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DERMOTT UPPER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Dermott, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Peggy Hood
Visiting Writers: Paul Bone and Russ Rothenberger

Crossing Dermott
In a car on the west side I see ragged
old houses with the windows broke out, doors off hinges,
paper blowing across the street, people driving
too fast in oucks and cars that look like beans in
a hail storm, and the cotton gin keeps up the dust.
To Main Street, where they have car washes and cookouts
by the fishplant.
Now, on the east side, where they finally fixed that Apartment
building that looked like a ship, with silver wallpaper on the
ground like a hundred dead birds, and people fought most times,
kids played a lot over there and then we just quit.

James Walker
Untitled
I think that imagination sounds like a horse running through a brick wall,
and a butterfly singing love songs,
and a turtle shooting a gun,
and a pelican swallowing a desk,
and an alligator eating an elephant,
and it also sounds like a woodpecker pecking a turkey,
and it sounds like a snake going to Taco Bell.
Michael

Crossing Dermott By Bus
I was sitting on the bus saying
do dy daddy daddy daddy dum
daddy do. So I took my ear phones
and said look at this place is it
beautiful or what. So we stopped
and got off the bus and
saw a lot of pretty stores,
liquor stores, cotton candy factory,
it was so pretty, it was blue and
pink. We got the fishmarket, blues
festivals, fairs, James Meat
Market, Piggly Wiggly.

Katrina Wonzo
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Untitled
Mr. Withers car sounds like a desk hitting another desk.
Mr. Withers car sounds like a bee in a jar,
like a book hitting the floor,
like a bus with ten horses on it.
Mr. Withers car sounds like Thanksgiving,
a roach in church on Monday,
like Paul shouting,
two turtles on a cold day .
Mr. Withers car sounds like a bear on a bike,
like a fish in a boat,
like two small peas on the table,
like five ducks in a pot
on the stove.
Lywond Thompson

Anger
Looks like Anger is a monster to me,
feels like it is cold as a dead man,
sounds like it is like a suffering day,
tastes like burnt toast,
smells like a dead dog on the Fourth of July.

Anthony Thompson

Excitement
Excitement looks like a room full of
different colored neon lights. It feels sticky like
a piece of candy. Excitement sounds like a laughing
hyena that just won the lottery. Excitement tastes
like golden honey, freshly homemade. Golden honey
on a cake made by a king's cook who has ten diplomas
for cooking. Excitement tastes sweet like a strawberry
shortcake. Excitement tastes like sweet glass.

Aaron Washington

Imagination
Your voice sounds like a shark
singing a sweet melody. Your voice
sounds like a dragon with ice for breath
instead of fire. Your voice sounds like the
color yellow of the wind. Your voice sounds
like an ocean wave crashing into a
rock, and once again I hear your voice
sound like birds singing. For the last
time I hear your voice like a broken
piano when you hit a high note.
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DORA KIMMONS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Fort Smith, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Jodee Flatte
Visiting Writers: James Katowich and John Reimringer
Rain
I travel from place to place
Seeing everyone hiding the face
Am I a bad thing,
Or maybe a king

When I'm out, kids come out to play
But parents say it's just another bad day.
Others seem down ,
But I know I'm not a clown.
When I cry out all my tears,
All my grays disappear.

This is just to say
But I leave my mark in the sky
with beautiful colors and a good-bye.

This is just to say
I shoved her in the halls
I called her names
I wrote her a letter
I told her to do something about it
I wanted her to fight me
I told my mom
She told my mom
I said I'm sorry
The next day I saw her
I pushed her and called her a name

Jeannie Keo

Elizabeth Abrajan Garcia

He had some clothes
He had some clothes of red
He had some clothes of blue
He had some clothes of leather
He had some clothes of black and white
He had some clothes.

He had clothes of gangs
He had clothes of church
He had clothes of play
He had clothes of school
He had some clothes

He had some clothes of his brother's
He had some clothes of his dad's
He had some clothes of his grandfather's
but none would bag like his.
He had some clothes.

He had some clothes of death
He had some clothes of horror
He had some clothes of terror in the night
He had some clothes.
Latasha Walker
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I have an elephant
I have an elephant with eyes of
shimmering gold
I have an elephant that is a
hundred years old
I have an elephant with his tusk
raised high
I have an elephant that just passes
by
I have an elephant of marble swirl
I have an elephant that is a
girl

I have an elephant with flowers
on top
I have an elephant full of hip hop
I have an elephant of every kind
I have an elephant that will blow
your mind.

Pj Kelley

This is just to say

I saw some red delicious
cherries in the basket
which probably belongs to you.
I am sorry I ate one of them
but all of them were delicious
too.

Susan Phanmaha

The Pilsbury Doughboy
I am the Pilsbury Doughboy
To Pilsbury I am but a dough toy.

This is just to say

I always get poked and pushed
And everyone thinks I'm a wuss

That I have stained
the dress that

I really wish I would stop being poked,
Last night, I talked to God and he spoke

You almost refused to
let me wear.

"Do unto others as they would do to you"
So I poke everyone and I push them too

I didn't mean to,
but your boyfriend

I am the Pilsbury Doughboy
I am no longer a dough toy

Spilled his drink on
me while we were dancing.

Stewart Price

Please forgive me for
staining the beautiful
dressthatyouloved,even
though it didn't look
that good on you anyway.

Jill Edwards
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l
DUMAS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Dumas, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Larell Jones
Visiting Writers: Michael Catherwood and Kevin Stewart
A Ceiling Fan of Tom Cats
How to Know You Are Dirty

A ceiling fan of tom cats
dangling from their tatls
round and round they go
screaming and yelling.
Their fur flies all over the room
like a feathers m a pillow fight.
Dogs come to watch
this spectacular event.
Some even eat popcorn
at the price of fifty cents.
But the cats spin
only for so long
before they get sore
and unfonunately for the dogs
the cats vorni t on the floor.
So if you have to choose a fan
a tom cat ceiling fan
may not be the fan for you.

You taste like the din that comes
off the sides of a country truck,
you're as rough as scales
on an alligator's back,
you sound like rocks
in a rolling tire,
you see nothing
but hair and skin,
you smell like mud
after a good rain,
and you're as diny as toenails
that you clip from a dog.

Rosalyn Williams

Napoleon Hilson

A Hailstorm of Cotton
Here it comes, the huge monstrous cloud.
Children scream, for their mothers
are pulling them indoors.
The wind comes up, the sky
turns to an eclipse-like blackness.
Cars shudder at the thought of the pounding
and denting the stones will do.
Now the cloud towers overhead
and suddenly its bottom falls out
like a busted pinata spilling its hard candy.
Closer and closer the golf balls come.
The ground grits its teeth for the blow.
But there's a light poof.
One after another, the fluffy cotton balls
softly bounce off everything
in a storm that sounds like an enormous
sigh of relief.

Tara Loyd
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Traveling in the Back of a Chicken Truck
Traveling down highway 65, we
just passed the house where the
strays dogs lie.
The chickens and I
in the back of the truck
wondering who is going
to be the first dead cluck.
Past Pickens' Bridge to the city
of Little Rock, they say. If only
we could stop by McDonald's
on the way. We watch the cars
as they fly by. Past Dumas,
then White Hall. Oh no, 5 miles
to Little Rock. We sit together in a bunch
and wish each other good luck.

Napoleon Hilson

Traveling on the Levee After It's Snowed
It snowed many inches.
The levee looks like a cloud on the ground.
Kids having fun, having dads pull them
on a four wheeler, around and around.
And some kids just sled on a cardboard box,
letting snow get in their socks.
Our car is going from side to side,
making me feel we are going to take a long slide.
I can't wait to get off the levee.
I'd rather be by the fire, getting warm and steady.
After crossing this big lump of snow
we will be off the levee and off the snow.
The highway is clear.
Thanks to the snow shovelers our way horne
is going to be like a peaceful talk on the phone.

Mandy H.

Life as a Hairnet
I taste old and brittle
as though my life is very rare.

All I see are the tops of wrinkled heads,
people think I'm no big deal.

I feel sad that only old people
put me in their dull, gray hair.

All I smell all day long is
the stinky aroma of caffeine and food.

I hear the sounds of rustling dishes
while preparing for a meal.

Why was I cursed to be used as a hood?

Jennifer Rennington
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EARLE ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOLS
Earle, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Karen Campbell
Visiting Writers: Beth Ann Fennelly and Jay Karr

Looking at A Car's Parts
A car's headlights are a lightning bug flying in the night.
A car's motor is a tiger roaring for adventure.
A car's steering wheel is a pack of birds forming a circle in the sky.
A car's wheels are ceiling fans carrying their blades round and round.
A car's door 1s a btrd's wing opening and closing.
A car's seats are pillars of clouds.
A car's speed is horses galloping through fields of flowers.

Claudia Banks

The Bottle
I used to be a green bottle for a princess who drank poison
but now I am a witch. I drink Sunny Delight
and throw cinders in bread.

Candice Phi/lips

Dreamy Dreams
I used to be a woman without teeth,
but now I am a dentist who cleans them.
I used to be a dreamcatcher,
but now I am living in one.

Jessica Brooks

MY Imaginary

House

The porch will be wider than a liar's mouth.
The windows are clear like a treated swimming pool.
The closets are longer than hallways-compare a brat's nose to a ten inch ruler.
The food 1s as nutnnonal as the Jenny Craig Diet Plan.
The air smells sweet like a hospital with flowers
that replace the beds of despair.
The floor is speechless like a convicted killer.
The people of the house will have heans made of brick,
sheet rock, cedar wood, gold and everlasting love
that can't be demolished by any element of the eanh.

Michelle Howe
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The Projects
A brick that stands all alone surrounded by houses
the sight of pop cans in your every turn
there is a sidewalk that leads you to Smith Ave. road
The sound of cars passing like a drummer boy
constantly beating on a drum
there are two sides both filled with trees
On every turn you couldn't miss a child
The dust on the ground like a big ballpark
There's something that draws people to this place
at one certain part of the day-- when the sun is at its hottest point.
As the day grows the crowd gets louder
When the night darkens the cars disappear
The smell of dried up alcohol is left.
Until you close your eyes there's nothing
but when they open It starts all over again.
Jeronda Strudwanc

Steel Streets of the City
In the place where streets are made of steel
drunken men walk hand and hand
with happy dogs beside their legs
waiting for a drop
tall steel trees touch the night sky
with light
with big black mountains that show no hope
and eyes that have no dreams
Arcenia Oliver

Basic Training in Fort Jackson
An Ant farm with lots of ant hills.
The Rocky Mountain connected to the Grand Canyon.
A victory tower the size of the arch of Saint Louis.
The sound of people groaning in chorus.
Drill sergeants yelling, rushing us to eat and shut up.
A soldier sitting next to me talking only to his potatoes and victory punch.
The sight of lonely soldiers as they cry on the phone with their loved ones.
Tony Davis
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ELKINS HIGH SCHOOL
Elkins, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Joan Philip
Visiting Writers: Betsey Lenz and Susan Maertz

American Metaphors

Untitled

Paul Revere is a dull knife.
The liberty bell is a crack in the door.
Betsy Ross is a blossoming flower.
The Mayflower is a golden sun.
The bald eagle is a shining stone.
Christopher Columbus is a purple sky.
Apple pie is a sweet song.
The American flag is a pleasant dance.

I have a river as clear as a window.
I have a river that rolls like a wheel.
I have a river that rushes like traffic.
I have a river as rocky as a mountain.
I have a river that floods like a tidal wave.
I have a river.

Ricky Lackey

Mindy Wilson

Untitled

American Metaphors

Paul Revere is a lookout tower.
Betsy Ross is a stitch.
George Washington is a mile of Delaware river.
Christopher Columbus is a brick wall.
The 4th of July is a dancing child.
The American flag is a bright sun ray.

Paul Revere is a shooting ball of fire.
The liberty bell is a cracked pan of freedom.
George Washington is a fighting cock.
The Mayflower is a stream carrying seeds.
The bald eagle is a surge of feathers.
The American flag is a paint board.

Rebecca Young

Nick Edwards

Untitled
I've seen a plant that shimmys the light.
I've seen a plant that dances at midnight.
I've seen a plant that flies like a bird.
I've seen a plant that has eyes like diamonds.
I've seen a plant that owns the moonlight.
I've seen a plant that lives by the sea.
I've seen a plant that grows with ease.
I've seen a plant. I've seen a plant.

Brandy Tucker
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American Metaphors
Paul Revere was a fast hawk.
Betsy Ross was a cave of a thousand diamonds.
George Washington was a wise owl.
The Mayflower was a floating leaf.
The 4th of July is a bowl of fruit.
The bald eagle is a path untrod.
Christopher Coilumbus is an overflowing glass.

American Metaphors

Heather

The Mayflower is a snowball rolhng down a hill.
The 4th of July is a chemistry project gone wrong.
The bald eagle is a living plane.
George Washington is a seed.
Paul Revere IS a tumbleweed.

American Metaphors

BJ Bowerman

The American flag is a hand waving.
The bald eagle is a telescope.
The 4th of July is a day full of bullets.
Betsy Ross is a ball of gas that makes the stars shine.
Paul Revere is a telegram sent on horseback.
The liberty bell is a cloud above a crowd doing nothing.

Brandon Long

Untitled
Don't throw a 3-2 curveball, throw a fastball. Now throw a curveball. Throw a strike. Get
your mitt on the ground. Stay in front of the ball. Don't let it get by you. Make a good
throw. Throw it straight. Get the sure out. Swing level. Keep your eye on the ball. Follow
through. Step toward the pitcher. Don't back out. Get a good lead. Don't get picked off.
Slide head first.
Shut up Coach. If you knew half as much as you think you know, you'd be starting right
now.

Matt Wood

Untitled
Don't eat with your mouth open. Don't walk under a ladder. Don 't break a mirror. Don't
open an umbrella in the house. Don ' t chew your nails. Pla} piano wnh curved fingers. But
I don't play piano. You will. Eat your vegetables. Don't eat sweets. Don't stomp your feet.
Don't yell. Don't talk back. Don't push your little brother. Don't flin. Don't go on dates.
Brush your hair 100 strokes. Brush your teeth 100 strokes. Gargle mouthwash. Don't eat
anything unless I tell you. But what if you're not there? Then don't eat anything.

Rachel Wells
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FORDYCE MIDDLE SCHOOL
Fordyce, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Kaye Jordan
Visiting Writers: Paul Bone and Jay Karr

Ear
like a satellite to the t.v.
sucking up birds, crashes
that is sound
a bowl to the giant
a henchman's master,
namely you and I.
a silent one who only listens, listens, forevermore
never speaking, a mute silent yet alive
subtle movement here and there.
like Superman with one power
then again like a cripple with one hand of usefulness
no one would be here without the ear
Jesus used the ear to pass God on
Chris Gordon

The Eye of Glass
You can look into them
and tell how they feel.
They can shine with the fire of
a white dwarf star in the
deep bluish black of space, or
they can be as gray as a
dark thunderhead in a night
sky. In a flash of light sharper
than the tip of a dagger they can
change into a source of happiness
like a glass of lemonade in
the summer's heat.

Untitled
Lifting my nose to the blue sky
I smell the bitterness of the red, red roses
relaxed with well-being
I slowly run my rough tongue over
the night of my back.
Laura Freeland

Matthew Irwin

Untitled
Hey, brim, don't drown,
the octopus is corning to
tango.
His eight arms will
grab your fins
to dance to the
abyss and beyond.
Chris Gordon
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I write with sap
from a hickory stick
on the yellow lake
so my lover's eyes
remove their sadness.

Bluebird

I have been gone
since the last full
moon. My feathers
have grayed, a dying
willow. I am the willow.
8th grade English class
7th period

Taken Flight

With my smooth silky
body rolling over and over
like a person breaking
pool balls but all stay
in a row. As the tiny
legs on my body strut
me on and on though
my sense of gravity is odd to me it's
like being under a jungle with
trees like tall buildings in the city
with busy cars and trucks
all on rush hour. But I strut
on then I hang on a tree limb like
a bat in deep sleep. I can feel my body
bursting open like a lit firecracker.
My wing bursts like a balloon spreading
like mustard on the breads at the picnic
tables. Then I burst out of my spiderweblike cocoon.
Bo Harris

Untitled
The face is a landscape
The eyes are two bodies--a sun, a moon
moving around a swamp of mush we call a brain
reflecting in the sea their stories of darkness and light
Rising out of the fleshy earth
the nose shivers like a peak in the cold mountain air
trembling with loneliness, longing to sink into the shadows
away from frigid stares
Two red clouds float at the bottom
giving meaning to the rain
lips lingering on the edge of the unknown
frozen until the truth is revealed.
lacy Wagner
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FOREMAN HIGH SCHOOL
Foreman, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Bea Reed
Visiting Writers: Jay Karr and Cindy King
Untitled
My friend fixes clocks
in Rome.
His lonely wife said
in a miming way, "Birds like
a feather stick together."
His scaly hands doodle
when they aren't fixing
rejected time pieces.

Jodi Downs
Untitled
A -- reminds me of orange like a basketball rolling down a hill
or a deer hunter corning out of the woods or a girl at the store
with an orange sucker in her mouth or like goldfish
in a crystal clear pond in the winter
E -- reminds me of yellow like the warning signs
down a busy highway and like the glow of the yellow
at the stoplight in downtown Texarkana
I-- reminds me of blue like the bluejay that sits
outside of my window every morning or
like the blue sparkle in my sister's class ring
U -- reminds me of red like the blood when you cut
yourself or like the red of a cardinal sitting on a tree
on a cold snowy day or red of wild strawberries
growing in the shadows of the garden.
GerradNash

Untitled
My hands are metallic daisy petals
They lurk in the murky spotlight
Waiting to grasp the licorice trapeze
And galavant above a purple plastic patchwork quilt
My hands are neon butterflies with glass wings
They shred the fabrics of time and space
But leave it all the same

Stacy Lynn Willis
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Interrogation at Foreman High
The door shuts.
All your senses shut down .
A tempting cup of hard candy
on his imitation wood desk.
It looks like a pawn shop in there
because all the W alkmans
have been repossessed.
You begin to think of all your
last requests as you sit down
in his electric chair.
Don't talk or you' 11 be sent
to the little white cubical.
Class Poem

Untitled
My hand is far from the
color of a white dove. I can
throw a peace sign with my
hands. My hands can hold
on to any kind, loving hand.
My hand is open-minded
to slap any hateful prejudiced person and still be
comfortable to do it again.
My hand is easy to converse
freely with things what will
cause it to feel good. When
money is in my hand, a penny
saved is a penny spent.
Holley Punell

The Crazy Bus
I hate riding the bus
because it's real loud, it's
about as loud as the sound
of the train approaching
with the horn blowing.
It smells like a junkie
after he has drunk up a pint
of gin.
My bus driver is crazy cause
he be talking to his self.
The children are very hyper
like little squirrels running
around on a very hot day
like we're only a
few miles from the sun.

Untitled
My hands' names are Zeus and Venus
they are bucktoothed and cockeyed,
they like to sliver in the mud,
they like to wade in the slime,
they like to knick-knock on my fingernails.
My hands were the can't that could.
Angie Washington

Roswitha Burris
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Untitled
A -- reminds me of green like the moss
growing across the old fishing hole
with toads all around .

0 -- reminds me of the color orange
in a cool glass of O.J. running down
your dry morning throat waiting
to relax.

E -- reminds me of an enormous old brown
bear chasing you down the highlands while growing closer and
closer upon you until , uh, he is
upon you to destroy the young
and tender prey.

U --reminds me of the color blue
laying upon the new morning waiting
to find out when it will fall into cold
and black darkness hidden behind
the yellow moon of night.

Justin Ray Winton

I-- reminds me of a cold white winter's
day, watching the children play
on their sleds in the half-melted snow.

The Wooden Box
As my daddy lifted me above the polished and stained brown wooden box
my great grandfather laid stiff and blue in
I didn't realize why my mamma was hiding her face with her hands.
The man in the wooden box I didn't really know.
I didn't know why my daddy's face was so red
like he was mad.
I wanted to run and play in the odd looking space with different colored windows and
pictures of Jesus on a blue cross.
The long park benches that I jumped on had soft and musty cushions on them.
My cousins said "go away! "
when I crawled on my dirty hands and knees under the bench they hid their faces in.
When daddy shut the wooden box he shut his eyes and mouth very tight.
It looked funny so I laughed.
But no one else did.

Billy Knight

Two Heads are Better Than One
My hands frolic
As if they are inebriated on an imaginitive Ketchup stain.
They twist and tum in a horseshoe of directions.
Then, one is still; asleep, broken and immobile.
The other, useless without its mate
no longer flutters or frolics
but mopes around-- alone and sober.

Stephanie Bruin
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HARMONY GROVE HIGH SCHOOL

Benton, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Pat Garrett
Visiting Writers: Gary Enns and Kevin Stewart

Small Bridge
The bridge underneath the road to my house,
That's where you could find me.
A small red stool I sat on,
the sound of the stream rushing through,
The animals would leave a mark of visit,
A foot print or old skin,
Leaves falling to the ground
Like a shower of red, gold, and yellow,
Smell of mildew familiar to me there,
A place to sit and be me.

And then I hear a shoutIt was time to play the part I'd been assigned.
Kimberly M cClure

Noisy Memories
CRASH!
I imagine that's what it must've sounded
like when the careless robber kicked in the
beautiful wooden doors that had forever been
sentinels to the doorway of the
house I grew up in.
STOMP! STOMP!
I run up the stairs to the room where I
used to lay at night in my crib and listen
to the sounds of my father playing on his
radio like a child with a new toy on
Christmas day!
SCRATCH! SCRATCH! SCRATCH!
I hear the tree scratch against my
balcony that forever fuelled my imagination.
I used to imagine the branches were little
elves playing with child-like abandon .
BEEP!BEEP!BEEP!BEEP!
I hear the moving truck back up
as I pack up all my childhood memories
and prepare to move on.
Jessica M.
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Untitled
Clear bright summer morning,
Doing the daily chores
In the backyard,
shoveling up the dog's presents
placing them in a plastic bag.
Suddenly a scream from my brother.
I turned and looked.
To my surprise, a big gash in his toe.
Helping him inside while the screams kept coming,
Laying him on the couch,
they called for help.
I can still remember the look on our faces
As my sister staned examining the wound herself,
Prying apart the flesh to reveal the bone.

Jessica Elder

Clouds
Brushstrokes, done by an artist's hand,
Beautiful, white as snow,
Forboding, black as night,
A blanket, under the clear blue sky,
Images, that disappear at a moment's notice,
Drifting, day by day over the Earth.

Time
Time is all around you
on your wrist
on your wall
Time just seems to haunt you
that constant ticking
that runs it all.

Jennifer Hunnicuu

Jonathan Shoppach

Untitled
I have an old pocket knife given
to me by my uncle when I was little.
It's got a deer bone handle with three blades,
one has a broken tip.
It has real sentimental value, for he will soon be gone,
but I will still have his memory with
that old knife.

Troy Robinson
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The Jacket
Deep in the back of my closet hides my dad's jacket.
The smell of field and rifle that was
used in battle shows his hard work and
dedication to this country.
As I touch it, I go back to the moments
I spent with him long ago-The summer day we explored the
town together, relaxed with 1ce cream, and
shared our dreams.
When I stare at the metals and honor patches
I feel proud. Twenty years working his way up the ladder, reachmg his goals.
The precious time and effort makes me
understand how life is.
The emotions, the pain of losing my best friend
who I loved so much, are no longer hidden.
As I look to the future, I see me with him.
How long will it be.

Felicia Reynolds

Sound of

MY Life

How I look forward
To going home every day
So I can pick up my Guitar
To feel the long neck
sleek in my hand,
To hear the notes I play.
It feels like a dream,
But I know I'm awake.
I can make the strings scream,
I can play low notes
That will rattle the house,
Or play it soft.
I can play Rock and Roll
or Rhythm and Blues,
I can play how I choose.

Wade G
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HOT SPRINGS MIDDLE SCHOOL
Hot Springs, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Jule Grant
Visiting Writers: John Reimringer and Katrina Vandenberg
Untitled
bands at a zoo
My hands are like
A horse's mane
All soft and beautiful
They are like a girl
In a pink ball gown
just constantly moving about

The hcmds of a gorilla at
the zoo.
A little boy and girl each
holding a red balloon.
The boy crying
harder than
the rain.

Jennifer Young

Amanda R. OZier

Untitled
I know I'm in my bed
when I wake up to hear the birds
chirping outside my window like
a chorus, the scent of springtime
Downy is in the air from freshly
washed blankets, the moon comes
up over the lush green mountains
like a small kitten peeking over
its mother, all of my stuffed
animals cover me like
a fresh blanket of snow on
the ground, the small
waves of the water in my bed
bounce me up and down like
the ocean currents, that's how
I know I'm in my bed.

things

I can see through

a window, clean as new
flowers, misted with drops of dew
the water, sparkling like a star
a bubble floating far
the sun, shining bright
stars, taking flight
wings of many flies
my sister telling lies

Hannah Marion

Kristie Myers

Hands
The man's hands were old and frail
as he held the camera
that took the picture
of the jumping kangaroo.

In the zoo
Was an old, jumping kangaroo
His hands were full with food .
He was a hungry kangaroo
There was a man
In the zoo
Who eyed the kangaroo.

Jennifer McLelland
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How to Know You're in Hot Springs
It rakes like mountain spring water.
The horse-drawn trolley dings and the
horse clops past the bath houses and the wax
museum. You can smell McClard's barbecue
and hay at the race track that smells like old tennis shoes.
During race season, cowboy hats and Mercedes
gather at the track. You can touch the algae-slick
rocks at the hot spring.
From the Mountain Tower in the fall , Hot Springs
looks like a palette.
Mrs. Grant's Second Period Seventh Grade Class

MY Father's

Untitled

Hands

Happily humming
Interesting instructors' hands
are as sickly looking
as beautiful models.
People often quietly whisper
about the damage
done to their hands
because the modeling agencies
and universities
are very cheap,
and don't buy good soap.

My father's hands
are as gihugic as hot air balloons,
look as crippled as trampled rose thorns.
I don't know what they look like,
because they galloped off into
the distance.
Anonymous

Emily Milholen

Things that are annoying

-That certain classmate
-Those stupid crickets
-Anyone in politics
-CNN
-My siblings
-C-Span
-People that don't stand for the National Anthem
-Barney
-Clowns
-The "Royal" Family
-The footstool I never see when running through the house
-Alternative music
-Country music
-Okay Any music except rhythm and blues
-People who keep up with old news
-The Menendez brothers
-Anyone who wrote a book about the O.J. Trial
-The song "MacArthur Park" that doesn't get out of my head

WITS!
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IMMACULATE CONCEPTION SCHOOL
Fort Smith, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Sharon Blentlinger
Visiting Writers: Carolyn Jensen and Cindy King
Pants of Green
Green are my eyes always watching.
Green are the seasick people hoping
the ride will end.
Green is the color of Monsignor's homeland.
Green are the pants of the golfer
who swings.
Green is a bud, a new life begun.

Candace Brasuell

Untitled
J is like an umbrella without a top to keep you dry
0 is like the eye of my guardian angel watching me
S is like a blue wave carrying a coconut across a sea
H is like a house with two chimneys for extra warmth
U is like the smile of my best friend when he wins
A is like a pencil tip writing a story

Josh Brown

Untitled

MY Calm
R is like a tireswing on two poles
Y is like a wrong tum to a dead end
A is like an arrowhead
N is like a spring on its side

Hands

My hands are like smooth and strong
whistling grasses, and my fingers
are sweet flowering trees growing
higher and higher as I stretch. All
together, it's like nature of its own.

W is like someone broke two stilts
A is like the point of a knife
Lis like a foot sitting on the floor
Dis like a bow waiting for an arrow

Eliazebeth Adam

Ryan Wald

Things That Come Out of My Weird Yellow Hat
I have a yellow hat and out of it came
a turquoise hat, and out of this hat came
a cat of bees, and out of there came a sun
of trees, and out of the trees came a man
named Tess, and out of Tess there came
a fly, and out of the fly, there came an eye and
the eye (I have no idea why)
began to cry.

Laney Builteman
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You Can't Kill Two Birds With One Stone
You can't kill two birds with
one stone because one could fly away.

MY Special

You can't kill two birds with
one stone because you might
not throw it high enough.

Hands

My hands have jack rabbits and
flounder imprinted on them. My
hands can freeze and twirl. My
hands are smelly and gross. My
hands are special to me,
they can disconnect from my wrist and sing.
Rachel McNally

You can't kill two birds with
one stone because you might
throw it too high and it would fall
and hit your head or your feet.
You can't kill two birds with
one stone because they are smart
and they can fly away from you.
You can't kill two birds with
one stone if you aren't a good shot.

Strange Things
You can't kill two birds with
one stone if your stone isn't big.

I have a desk made of bugs. I have
a person made of elves. I have a
hat made of gold. I have a toy
made of candy. I have a dog made
of yak's skin. I have a book made
from feathers. I have a shrunken
head made from angels. I have
a bed made from fire. I have
a car made from tiger bones. I
have a cup made from fangs. I
have a brother made from goblins.
I have a house made from talking
mice. I have a body made from
worms. I have a tree made from money.
I have a dog made of acid and blood.

You can't kill two birds with
one stone if you can only find one
bird and not two birds.
You can't kill two birds with
one stone if there is no birds.
You can't kill two birds with
one stone if you're in a state park.
You can't kill two birds with
one stone if you don't have a stone.
You can't kill two birds with
one stone if you are sleepwalking.

Eric Drolshagen

You can't kill two birds with
one stone if you are in your house.

Elizabeth Bower
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JEFFERSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Little Rock, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Frances Cawthon
Visiting Writers: Bill Breen and Michael Carragher

When They Come Around
When they come around they
come around like feathers
in the air.

My Orange, Fat Cat
When they come around they
are so quiet that no one
can hear them.
When they come around they
are so shy they hide behind
anything to not be seen.
When they come around the
only thing you can do to
notice them is to smell
their sweet soul.
Bo Emmet

I have a cat that sheds one pound of hair a day.
I have a cat that attacks nothing.
I have a cat that eats fire.
I have a cat.
Lindy Medlock

Untitled
Moon, Moon, you are so pretty.
You make me think of you as the sun.
Don't take my moon away from me,
my dear little moon.
And you make me see you and
hear you and smell you and taste you.
And my spot to see you is at my bedroom,
my only bedroom.
For no one to see you but me,
my little moon.
Shalitha Johnson

The Gargoyle
I fly through the air and can see everything that moves in the woods.
All nature trembles when I roar.
I am big and strong, smaller than a dragon but smarter.
I know no magic, yet wizards fear me.
Warriors are no match for my skill with a sword.
I can hear from miles away, I can feel when danger is near.
I can smell how far away an animal is.
When I kill my prey, I taste its blood in my mouth.
It's almost dawn and I'll soon be chiseled stone,
but when night falls I'll be flesh-and-blood again.
Dalton Cole
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Snowflake
I am a snowflake.
I look like a crystal with specks of silver and gold.
I can taste the bitter cold, air rushing against my face as I fall from the sky.
I hear the wind howling at me as I fly.
I taste the dew drops as I land on the ground.
I am melting, melting; just a puddle of water now.

Kathryn Alderfer
The Moon

I
I
I
I
I
I

am the moon.
hear burning suns from millions of miles away.
see the earth glaring up at me.
smell nothing--there is nothing to smell round here.
taste the death of a man on me--l feel his pain.
learn to be lonely round here--all alone.

Ben Schreiber

New Orleans
If you're riding into New Orleans during the Mardi Gras,
you will see huge, detailed floats and people in fancy costumes
parading through the streets of the French Quarter
where the houses are big and seem ancient.
You can taste thick gumbo and sweet chocolate eclairs.
You can hear musicians playing a jazzy rhythm on their shiny brass horns.

Steven Bayliss

MY Horse, Echo
I have a horse named Echo that runs like the wind.
I have a horse named Echo that can jump over the moon.
I have a horse named Echo that prances like a show horse.
I have a horse named Echo.
I have a horse named Echo with a coat as fine as satin.
I have a horse named Echo that has a mane, so very long.
I have a horse named Echo that has a tail as fine as silk.
I have a horse named Echo.
I
I
I
I

have a horse named Echo that talks to me, in French.
have a horse named Echo that likes to play basketball.
have a horse named Echo that makes A's and B 's.
have a horse named Echo.

Katherine Orsini
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JULIA SHANNON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Stuttgart, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Marsha Sledge
Visiting Writers: Angie Macri and Katrina Vandenberg

In a Balloon
It would be like you are a little boy from
the helium egg or like a red heart or an eye rolling
around and floating and rising in the air like
a bird rising and then you explode.

The Eclipse
The moon and the sun
are playing. And the flare light
glows with fright.
As the moon went home
the sun turned yellow
And his mother called him home.

Micheal Wood

Day Time
When it's day time
the sun flies over
the mountain.
The mountain starts walking south.
The sky crawls and barks.

Lance Alan Prine

Brandon Bradley

The Geese Flock
The
geese
The
flock
geese
like
The
flock
the
geese
like
waves
flock
the
in
And
like
alphabet
an
The
of ocean.
cars
and
letters.
geese
traffic
flock
jammed
like
all
the
sparkling
up.
stars
at
night.
Brian Warwick
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Sunrise
Early in the morning

Night

The Sun slubbers out of bed.

At night the sun
shatters to pieces
the pieces hide in poles
poles with glass bulbs on top
down below children are playing
playing a game of baseball
after the game the light
disappears into darkness
half the world sleeps
the sun appears on the other
face of the earth.

It wakes up all the flower blossoms
It chases away the moon
Carries the morning dew
The plants all raise their hand
to greet the rising sun.
Jonathan Albers

Daniel C. Hayes

Untitled
I'm an Outlet with Electrical Shock "MAYBE"I live in the wall the mildew wall it' s wet, somebody
just plugged in a hairdryer, I give it electricity for it to
blow out hot air, I'm tired, I have run up their electricity
bill they don't know till the end of the month, I hurt
somebody before all I remember is that there was a puddle of
water around me, somebody touched the water then me, I didn ' t
mean to.
Brett Rabeneck

The Night
The night is a time that
often gets late, It sees every
thing around it; every female
and its mate, It senses trouble
when it hears voices, But
it wonders why do they argue
they have many choices. So
the night gets tired of
being the last time of day,
and when the sun gets ready
to brag it tells it
to get away.
Shelton Sims
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JUNCTION CITY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Junction City, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Margaret McGaha
Visiting Writers: John Baken and Mary Beth Baken

How To Know For Sure You're In Your Sunday Clothes
I have on black shoes
A pen that says: Jehovah Witness--Tareysha Cooper.
I can smell burnt hair,
hear my mother talking so loud
that she can blow her head off
about the dress I'm wearing,
the Now or Later I'm eating,
which is messing my dress up.
I'm stepping on my dress
and I'm about to fall down.

Tareysha Cooper

Untitled
When I rake leaves I get our old ragged rake.
I sweep and grab the leaves into a bunch.
I keep trying to get every last gold, brown, and red leaf.
The harder I try the harder it gets.
It seems like they are dodging my rake.
When I set them on fire they crackle and pop
like they are trying to get out.

Ryan Rogers

Fear
I fear being blind.
I fear being deaf.
I fear my tongue being cut off.
I fear never being able to smell food.
I fear my fingers being frozen.
Most of all, I fear being alone.

Plant Worker
Bryan Benson
My father is a plant worker.
He feels as rough as dried mud.
He smells like he's been soaking
in the chemicals all day. He
hears the turbines working
in the plant making the plant run.
He tastes his sandwich but it tastes
bitter from the chemicals in the air.
He sees the bromine he has refined
through the day. When he gets home
he's as tired as a cheetah after a long
run. He is thinking: boy, am I tired.

Counney Daniel
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First LaDonna, LaQuita, and Krystal
have to find the right kind of music
on the radio and we found California Love.
We decide what kind of dance we want.
LaDonna tells us where to go and she
shows us the steps like the: Butterfly.
First you put your legs in then you go
out and then you are doing the Butterfly.

Dancing

MY Brother The Pest

Krystal Brown

My brother is a pest. He feels
the dead skin and blood under his finger
nails as he pinches the devil
out of me. He smells the dirt on his hands
so thick that he looks like an Indian.
He hears the squeal of me hollering
at the top of my lungs. He tastes the blood gushing.
He is like my chow dog.

The Walking Dead
My sister is watching
the movie the Walking Dead.
She feels the soldiers'
pain. She smells gun
smoke in the air. She
hears the screams of the
American soldiers. She
tastes fear as she sees the
bloodshed. She watches
the T.V. like the soldiers watch
the battlefield. She is thinking
maybe she can talk her
father out of entering
the army.

Reatina Thompson

Erik Post

How To Know For Sure It's The Day Before Your Birthday
Step 1:

You're always out of the house.

Step 2:

No matter what side of the road
you drive on you're still on the
wrong side.

Step 3:

Your toys are all missing.

Step 4:

Your sister is more of a pest than usual.

Step 5:

Chains are around closet doors.

Step 6:

Whenever you look in a mirror it breaks.

Step 7:

You can't eat oatmeal without falling asleep.
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LONOKE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Lonoke, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Larry Roberts
Visiting Writers: Stuart A. Hancox and Kevin Phelan

I Knew It Was Too Late When ...
Leopard
My tongue was burning
from the HOT chocolate
When I heard the school bell ring
and nobody was outside
When my mom was mad
before I told her what I did
When the sign on the doctor's office
said "Sorry We're Closed."
When my sister said "Be careful!"
after I was rolling head over hills
half-way down a mountain

My coat is dotted like dice
My feet are like silk
But my claws are sharp as razors

Lonnie

Trisha Young
Sun

The sun looks like a yellow bowling-ball
rolling down a path
The sun tastes sour like an old orange
the sun smells like a Cheerio
your brother eats for breakfast
The sun feels as hot as a million million candles
on top of a birthday cake
The sun sounds like a silent child
getting a lecture from his mother

Leslie Park

I Used To But Now ...
I used to eat food that tasted like mush
But now I eat food that tastes really lush
I used to crawl like a snake
But now I walk like an ostrich
I used to cry like a baby
But now I laugh like a hyena
I used to hear my parents reading me a story
that sounded like a bird chirping softly
But now the story reads me

Anonymous
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Unicorn

Ice
I wander about the heavens by day
But when I see the moon
I come out to play
I roam around the houses and trees
and at times I run around the prairie
I feel free at this time
since everyone's asleep
and I come out to fill
little girls' dreams
They imagine they're riding me
but the fact that I'm not real
never comes to their minds
because if I'm real to them
I'm real to me

Ice tastes like a frosty morning
Ice sounds like a dripping faucet
and smells like a cherry
on top of a sundae
Ice feels like glass
and disappears with the strike
of the sun
like a ghost
Isabel

Danyalones

I

Wish ...

I wish I could hear the sound of leaves
rustling all year round
I wish I could taste the taste
of summer all the time
I wish I could see
the winter snow when I'm down
I wish I could smell the smell
of rain when I'm happy
I wish I could feel the feelings
of a book when I read

Amber McVey

The Only Dream I Can Remember
The only dream I can remember came in the dark night
The only dream I can remember felt like a silky smooth cloth
The only dream I can remember I listened to the lions roar
The only dream I can remember looked like morning's rise
The only dream I can remember smelled like dusk's dust
Jeff Welch
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LYNN HIGH SCHOOL
Lynn, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Sharon Highfield
Visiting Writers: Kevin Phelan and Michelle Richmond

Five
My Pal: with your young style of thinking
and your way of playing games
you're the best five-year-old pal
I've ever had

Michael DeJarnette

Go West
The boy is partial to milk,
olive drab colored pants.
He wants to go West.
He may like girls a whole lot
but he can't get a date.

Andrew Turner
The Road
The road before me
spinning uncontrollably
was like the chance
of a thousand nails
being dipped into a balloon
and it not bursting.

Lanna Rainwater

Red Corvette
The CDs in a store
sitting beside the tapes
are like the red Corvettee
that I can never have.

Sarah

The painting
I had to paint a mural on the side of the drug store and I painted a red picture of a
flower growing around a rusted old 57 Chevy with holes the size of Texas and a tired
peacefulness.

Shannon Sexton
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Tricyle
I saw a broken tricyle under the porch where the roses are green and the worms are
red and the dogs never come back again.
Derek

Gasoline
Rumors in a school telling many different stories
besides what is true
are like fire in an open field
of Gasoline.
DeronRaney

Knife
There is a butcher knife
in the center of my back
cutting jaggedly
like a piece of ice melting
in my glass of pink lemonade.
Travis Lane

Where It Ends
This is where it ends:
Above the black clouds,
soaring through dirt and mud clods,
loving bits of people and hating them.
This is where it ends: tasting all of your mother's food.
Jennifer Burks

Orange Juice
Orange juice in a toaster
dancing beside a tractor
is like ice cream freezing on the moon.
Jeanie Richey

My Room
When summer comes I sit in my soft
brown rocking chair.
When it is summer time my room
does not change.
I do not know why.
April Burks
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MAMMOTH SPRING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Mammoth Spring, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Janet King
Visiting Writers: Cindy King and Kate Simpkins

Gold
When angels cry
Nick Gerkin

An Evening in Mammoth Spring
When you go by the Gooseneck
You can hear the water of the Spring.
When the fog comes up from the river
It makes my toys look real.
You can smell the cool breeze;
it's damp like the dew of the morning.
You feel safe because Bob is at the police station.
When you wake up in the morning
You can taste the roses by your front door.
In the evening, I feel the train
Vibrating through the river up to my house.
I can feel the sun on my feet
When it's going down.
Mrs. King's Class Poem

The Moon
The moon is a piece of green cheese that was bad,
so the Angels threw it into the Solar System.
Luke Young

Untitled
I'm so muddy that I look like
I took a mud bath in the hot sun.
I look like a river.
I'm so muddy I could beat
the mud monster in a mud bath.

I'm so short that I could be
a worm. I'm so short I could
be a flea. A flea sees dogs.
A worm sees muddy grounds.
Jason Sea/ley
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The Mississippi River

There was a river that was filled with blackbirds.
I suddenly saw a smokehouse being replaced.
I tiptoed to the hole. I listened to the groundhogs
gripe. I tapped my feet steaming mad.
So I went to sit by a dirty maple tree.

Steven Vaughn

Untitled
Why

I am so small that I met an atom
and some elements. We talked for a while.
They made me smile. And we all
sat down and ate jelly mints.

Why oh why did the lion
do such a thing? He lied to the zoo
on 49th Street. He did he did he lied
to an elephant oh an elephant
He said, "Why, why do you have a nose
a hundred feet long?"
The elephant believed he believed.

Brandi Conger

Bobby Murphy

Untitled
Dis like a tongue without a mouth.
a is like an old man stumped over his legs, feeling sorry for what he has just done.
n is like a pencil doing a backflip.
i is like a leafless tree with a buzzard suspended above.
E is like the woman as she sits and reads.
Lis like my uncle's leg as he takes it off and leans it against the wall.
I is like an endless highway leading to never never land.
e is like the agile girl as she sits crooked in her chair.

Danielle McDonald
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l
MARION JUNIOR HIGH AND HIGH SCHOOLS
Marion, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Barbara McGrew
Visiting Writers: Bill Breen and Susan Maertz

You Live Where?

Super Gifts!

I live in a horse of a house;
I live in a shoe of a box;
I live in a bee of a hive;
I live in a closet of a room;
I live in a tree of a mountain;
I live in a minute of a clock;
I live in a book of a locker;
I live in a house of all houses.

I wish I had a sea of diamonds.
I wish I had a slew of giraffes.
I wish I had a day of white clouds.
I wish I had a crown of mosquitoes.
I wish I had the hair of a princess.
I wish I had the spirit of a ghost.
I wish I had a house of grain.
I want to give a gift of sandpaper.

Michael Martin

Robin Spence

He had a Guitar
He had a guitar that made a sound.
He had a guitar that sang aloud.
He had a guitar that screamed like Janis Joplin singing
"Take It" and she hit all the notes two octaves higher.
He had a guitar that played Jimi's song "Fire."
He had a guitar that was his voice.
He had a guitar that was his source.
He had a guitar that expressed his feelings.
He had a guitar that Pete Townsend threw through the ceiling
at the small England club that made his career.
He had a guitar that he wished everyone could hear.

Clint Kilmore

She had some Rain
She had some rain who fell like baby's breath.
She had some rain who fell like stones.
She had some rain that fell all day.
She had some rain that fell for a moment.
She had some rain.
She had some rain that danced on leaves.
She had some rain that moped on the sidewalk.
She had some rain that was moved by clouds.
She had some rain.

Carla Benson
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Cotton
He had some cotton that was white as snow.
He had some cotton that was tall as a tower.
He had some cotton that was big as a house.
He had some cotton that made more money that anyone else.
He had some cotton that was cleaner than clean.
Jay Marconi

Dog Spelled Backwards
Large cars are metallic monsters.
Footstep thunder never stops.
The greasy aroma of a burger lingers in a Styrofoam box.
My mouth is musty with car exhaust.
The bruising legs of people brush past unforgivingly . ·
Mr. Edrington's 12th grade class poem

The Jewelry Box
She had some rings who sang like birds.
She had some rings who walked the same.
She had some rings who slept all the time.
She had some rings.
She had some rings that were forever young.
She had some rings that could never be captured.
She had some rings that were the envy of others.
She had some rings.
She had some rings who killed each other.
She had come rings who always grow.
She had some rings who will one day die.
She had some rings
She had some rings.

Iris Harris

Litany
She had some dolls who were only hers.
She had some dolls who dreamed of success.
She had some dolls who ere fearless
during the day but were frightened
children at night.
She had some dolls that were popular
and outspoken but inside themselves they
doubted their feelings and felt insecure.
She had some dolls who were a picture
of perfect promptness.
She had some dolls.
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McGEHEE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
McGehee, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Virginia Williams
Visiting Writers: Michael Catherwood and Kevin Stewart

Rise UP
Rise up son to the sun
your breakfast is ready
the coffee pot is singing
the bacon is crying
and the eggs are frying

s

Nicole

A satellite sausage made
from sandstone bread
that said let's play
a satisfying game
of solitaire on Saturday
September the sixteenth
with Sassy the cat.

Log Hauler
I sang, okay,
at six thirty seven
at the sauerkraut restaurant
in Sauna, South Dakota.

I am a log hauler
I see logs and trees
I hear logs tumbling, gears grinding,
the engine roaring,
I smell dead trees and diesel fuel,
I taste the bark flinging from the logs
and a bologna sandwich,
I touch the gear shift and the steering wheel,
I feel like a log, so stiff.

Serenna Washington

Eric Singleton

A Rice Farmer
I see snakes and crawfish
Water runs and rice waves in the wind
I smell dirty water and musty rice
The water is cold and the rice is all around me
Mud is on my face and I drink
water from my water jug
I feel like a muddy pig
I think about the crop I might have

Randy Cox
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Tire
I see roads everyday
I taste green grass
I smell the air
they put in me
I hear the bumping of the road
I touch the water
they wash me with
I roll like a wave
in the river
I think of water
Ashley Hewing

Prison Guard
I see white suits and razor fences.
Cells clang and men argue.
I smell sweat from hard workers
and cigarette smoke from guards.
I feel strong muscles when leading prisoners
and the cold steel of handcuffs.
I taste bittersweet chocolate
during my break.
I am like a shepherd
keeping watch over my flock.
I think about the lives
these men have hun and ruined .
Jeffrey Hankins

Carnival Worker
I hear noisy kids and rides running.
I see games and people.
I smell sweet
cotton candy and corn dogs.
I feel the vibration in the metal
controls that make the rides run.
I taste sweat and the cold water
undrying my mouth.
I work like a machine.
I think of tearing down
the carnival tomorrow.
Annie White
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MIDLAND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Floral, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Glynn Sharp
Visiting Writers: Bill Breen and Charles DeWitt

A Deer on the Moon

MY Barn

He tramps around, jumping high,
knowing there is no limit,
but not knowing why.
No trees, no life,
Just burning stars in the sky.

The hay of gold chests,
And hay around
The out side.
Creeks melting ice cream
And gold.
Pulleys of steam and wood.
Cows of vultures feathers.
Chickens of chocolate and
Gold lace.
Horses of bronze!

Steven A.T. lves

Matt Foster

The Children Museum
If I went to the Children Museum,
I would get to play soccer all I wanted,
and drive a car and make my family sit in the back.
I would go to California and climb Mt. Whitney.
Then I would make fish out of paper wads.

Philip Herrin

The Talking Bull
When I went to the farm, I saw a bull.
He was saying he saw a turkey on top of a bear's head.
The farm owner gave the bull a spanking and sent him to bed.
When the bull got to his room, he was smelling something strange.
He heard a laughing sound. He looked out his window
and saw children touching crickets.

Darrell Lee Kelough
She Has A Bicycle
She has a bicycle that makes her feel like she's flying.
She has a bicycle that rides real smooth.
She has a bicycle that makes her smile
She has a bicycle.
She has a bicycle that rides in the wind
She has a bicycle that sounds like a lullaby
She has a bicycle that rides on its own
She has a bicycle.

Amber Chandler
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My Dad
My dad hears all the machines working,
Buz, buz, buz.
He gets thirsty, he gets a drink, He goes
Ah, ah, ah.
He puts on a new piece, it goes
Bing, bing, bing.
He sees other people working.
Buz, Ah, Bing.
He smells the oil on the machines.
Yuck, yuck, yuck.
Heather Mansfield

MY Dog on

the Moon

1.
My dog will walk.
And when she walks, she will bob up and down.
She will meet martians and bark at them.
When she meets a martian dog, she will play with it.
She might even have puppies that are half martian
and half red heeler.

2.
My dog will smell the smell of the moon,
and it will smell like rotten eggs
mixed with rotten dog food and melted ice cream.
When she smells it, she will love it.

3.
My dog will smell the smell
and then hear another dog barking.
Of course, it will be a pit-bull martian.
So she will fight it, and it will leave
a couple scratches here and there,
but it won ' t hurt her.
But boy howdy she ' ll tear him up.

4.
When the puppies grow up,
she will bring them home.
And they will want to go back,
so my dog will let them.
But she'll tell them to come back
with their masters. So they will.
And people will tell stories
about how martians came to earth.
Amanda Muse
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MIDLAND MIDDLE SCHOOL
Pleasant Plains, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Margo Baker
Visiting Writers: Beth Ann Fennelly and Tom Franklin

Crossing Arkansas BY Huge Catfish
It is so cold on the bottom of the muddy river,
on the fish's back, hanging on his whiskers.
There are roars from tugboats on top of the water.
The big fat black leeches are gathering on my skin.
My blood is running out.
I hope the current picks up soon and takes me
to the Mississippi before I die.
I finally get there.
I crawl up on a mosquito infested island.
I pull out my rusty knife and scrape off the leeches.
The mosquitoes are eating my flesh.
by Dusty Mofield

Crossing Arkansas BY Imagination
I stand still and the poplar trees walk by.
I cannot believe what I was seeing.
I swim down the road where the mountains play poker.
Behind me, the cows are driving cars.
I return home and my house is eating cookies.
I told him not to do that before lunch.
Inside, statues were dancing to rock-n-roll.
I sat down beside the swimming pool filled
with dog food and eat it all.
Josh Whire

MY Blind Date with a Hershey Bar
I hope I'll never forget
this great amazing guy I met.

We went out to dinner,
we ate by candlelight,
but wherever we went,
someone wanted a bite.

The date was set for 7 o'clock.
He said his name was Chuck O'Lett.

When he dropped me off,
he wanted a kiss,
he smelled so good, I could
hardly resist.

He was really sweet, he wasn't a brat.
He was nice and slim
Though he was full of fat.
We went to the pool
to go for a swim,
but everyone wanted a piece of him.

So here I sit, lonely tonight
cause I had to take one little bite.

Erin Gallagher
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Take your spoon and knife
Cut its yellowish-orange skin
Pour the smooth subtraction juice
in an old black cup
How To Eat Algebra
Eat the soggy skin
with dancing 4x3s
and red addition signs
Eat the inside yucky guts
with dead, awful x's and o's
then drink the subtraction juice
with a twist of sweet and sour division sauce

Na1han Tharp

How To Eat The Moon
You climb the air
you see the moon very bright
you hear the hiss of baking
the moon is not a moon at all
it is a big cookie rising
I pick it up, dip it
in the milky way
I take a bite and then I'm full
I hop to Mars to take a nap
when I wake stars are in my face
I burp and reach for the rest of the moon.

Daniel Tale

Jukin'
I once had a date with a juke box.
I figured that she had my tune.
I picked her up at the comer of Elvis & Hank
and we went to a bar that smelled real rank.
I think she had some buttons loose-she acted like a disturbed goose.
When she tried to kiss me,
I changed her tune.
I lived there and she was singing the Blues.

David McKee

Inside a Taste Bud
Inside a taste bud
Mondays are bitter
Tuesdays are sour
Wednesdays are salty
Thursdays are sweet
Fridays are sweeter
Saturdays are ice cream
Sundays are bittersweet

Jonathan Lyons
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MOUNT IDA ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL

Mount Ida, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Joyce May
Visiting Writers: Susan Maertz and Susan Perabo
The Elephant
Sneaking
I am an elephant.
I am thinking of a bath
in the fresh sparkly water.
As I run, jump, and play,
the ground shakes like
there's an earthquake
scaring every living thing
on earth. My skin is as
dry and crackly as a desen, or
like a place where no water
is in sight. My tusks are long
and beautiful. I am no horse,
giraffe, cheetah, wolf, or any other
animal that people admire.
But I am me and I think I
am as beautiful as a waterfall
with clear beautiful water.
I am who I am.

While I sneak my sandals seem to whisper
because they slide quietly across the floor.
It is almost like I am a lioness sneaking
with the wind.
I'm sure at night the roaches sneak across
the science lab to get to the other desks.
After I get home with a pack of Gak it
seems to pop, squirm, and sneak out of the container.
The sun will sneak across the sky about
every time I look at it.
In math class the minutes seem to sneak by
second by half a second.
My imagination has just sneaked out
of my head so I can't think.
The wind sneaks and blows,
and so do the clouds.

Stevie Lacy
Lindsey Slater

"Every Picture Tells a Story"
Erik was rowing with all his might. He had to reach the bank of the river. Finally,
when the bow struck land, Erik noticed that a small crowd had gathered to meet him. There
was his mother and father and old Mr. Peterman from down the road. Erik could tell by the
warm expression on Peterman's face that he had not only won the bet, but also a great deal
of respect from the old gentleman.
It all started one sunny spring day when Erik was walking home from school. Erik
had tread this path every day for several years now, but on this particular day something
was different. Sitting on the usually vacant porch of the Peterman estate was a kind-faced
old gentleman. Erik hated to bother anyone, but his curiosity got the better of him so he
went over to try to excavate as much information as he could. He knew that as soon as his
mother got wind of the eccentric man's appearance that he would be pumped for all the
gossip he could dig up.
Without so much as a "hello" the old man said: "Say there young man. You look
like about half a cup of H20 in a five-gallon bucket."
"Sir," Erik replied, "I assure you I'm quite strong and healthy."
"I don't know," said the old man. "I'm looking for a mighty strong boy to help me
out."
Help him out, Erik thought. Work doesn't come my way often. Maybe I could earn
some money to spend on a ham1onica.
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You see, music was a passion in Erik's life, but coming from an unwealthy family
they had no extra money to spend on frivolities like music.
"I can work for you mister. Really I can."
"Well," said the old man. "How about you prove it? If you can row one of my
boats from the mouth of that river over there to the meadow on the south end of my estate,
I'll pay you a quarter a week to be my companion. If you don't make it I'll have to find
another ambitious young man."
"You've got a bet, Mr. .. "
"Mr. Peterman," said the old man.
"You've got a bet Mr. Peterman. I'll see you on Sunday."
"Sunday's fine. I'd rest up if I were you . You look like you need it. "

Jason Hunt
American Metaphors
George Washington is the dead father of our country.
The 4th of July is a patriotic, dangerous ball of fire.
An apple pie is a sugar covered grave of dead fruit.
Columbus is a confused man who needs to study his atlas.
The Liberty Bell is a big dinner bell.
Betsy Ross is a piece of history I don't know about.
The Mayflower is a big ship carrying flour every May.
The American flag is a sheet placed over the unknown soldier.
The bald eagle is a bird who lost all of its hair from the stress
of being in debt.
Paul Revere is a psychotic man screaming about the British.
Daniel Blaha

"Every Picture Tells a Story"
As the long green blades of grass rubbed against George's brand new trousers one
of the many boatmen smiled as he came ashore. This morning George and Charlotte
(engaged to be married) were going off to one of the great adventures their time had to
offer. They were going to experience the thrill of riding in one of the few (and expensive)
airplanes. The plane they were taking had to be hauled all the way from Charleston, South
Carolina, to Mabelville where George had a large estate. As they began to crawl in the
overcrowded craft they thought to themselves: "This is the most uncomfortable experience
of my life!" but as the plane reached higher they realized that flying wasn't so bad. George
and Charlotte finally relaxed and decided that they would be married over the city of
Mabelville. George and Charlotte Jones became the first couple to be married above ground
and lived happily ever after.

JoshPeroy
Slither
When a snake glides across a slick surface.
When you run through wet grass without shoes on.
When you watch a fish swim through the water.
When you color with markers as it goes onto the paper.
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OAKBROOKE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Sherwood, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Alice Stuff
Visiting Writers: Troy Benowitz and Michael Carragher

At The County Fair
Walking Through the Woods at
Sun-up
A Dr. Pepper
Runs and trickles down your throat
From a ring-pull can.

Birds chirping a song.
I might not know what they say.
But I understand their sadness.

Matthew Anderson
Sharnice Webb

Stepping in a Hornets' Nest
The Big Tree
Yellow jackets stinging
Angry insects, yellow stripes,
Red marks on my arms.

Wood in the bone,
Leaves on the knee,
The Tallest tree.
A hive on the mind,
A squirrel in the burrow.

Ashley Haggard and Erica Johnson

Chase Brown

How to Tell for Sure You're in a Tornado
I was home all alone, watching a movie,
I groaned and groaned.
I looked out the window and guess what I saw?
A twister beating up a cowboy who was yelling,
"Yee-hah!"
I ran to the window and let out a cry
But I couldn't be heard 'cause my throat was so dry.
I spun my head round, looked up at the sky.
Mentally I thought, "Oh gracious! Oh my!"
I ran from that twister, indeed I did,
But he caught me, 'cause I'm just a kid,
And when he did, he took me up high.
I looked down, and we were in the sky.
I got so mad I pulled out my gun,
And when I did he socked me one.
He punched me so hard I turned a flip,
And now I have a busted lip.
I'm so sorry to tell you in this horrid way,
But Lordy, Lordy, Lordy, what else can I say?
Jeremy Osborne
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Tornadoes
You know for sure you're in a tornado when you
see the clouds form a huge "T."
You know you're in a tornado when you feel
butterflies fly in terror in your stomach.
You know you're in a tornado when you see
your eat's tail is stuck through its hind legs.
You know you're in a tornado when you
find your bike in the tree around the comer.
Elizabeth Ann Bond

Apartment 31, Salt Lake City, Utah
Untitled (Ideogram)
baby is very hungry
he needs some goat's milk
hurry he is crying

J: an upside-down candy cane
A: one side to a swing set
I: a tight rope
M: a pointed moustache
E: two piano keys

Bobby T.

Untitled (Ideogram)
M: two mountains in a row
A: a ladder
X: jacks

B: two hills
E: half of a pitch fork
L: a broken chair
L: a straight slide

Heather Crim

Jaime Bell

Driving a Car for the First Time
Making people honk.
Trying not to crash the car.
People shouting "Hurry!"

Disappointed
I think that Disappointed feels like
wet, jagged gravel. And tastes like
sharp chicken bones. It looks like
brown and green slime. It smells like
wet, melted crayons. When I hear
disappointed, it sounds like someone's
brain just melted in their
head.

Taylor Engel

Devin McCulley
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OUR LADY OF THE HOLY SOULS CATHOLIC SCHOOL
Little Rock, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Gretchen Gowen
Visiting Writers: Troy Benowitz, Paul Bone, Michael Downs,
Gary Enns, Otis Haschemeyer, and Russ Rothenberger

Kindergarten. 1st and 4th Grades
Summer
Summer looks like green grass- new life.
Sounds like crickets chirping - birds singing.
Smells like flowers blooming - firecrackers.
Tastes like ice cream - popsicles.
Feels like sunshine
Lots of energy.

·At the Beach on Monday
At the beach on Monday
Young robins were frowning at me
So I frowned back.

Caitlin Fox

Vicki Flynn

Electric
My name is Electric
I am very Electric.
I have
Electric glasses
And I'm an
Electric color.
When I start
My Bath
I use Electric shampoo.
When I am Sad,
Happy
Or angry
I tum those
Electric Colors.
I guess I am
too Electric.

At the Little Rock Zoo
A lion roaring beyond the trees
And the smell of grass and meat
And jungle animals
In the snake laboratory
You see brown tree snakes
And Cobras
And you might marry the Cobra
But it is scary.

Kindergarten class poem

Amanda Battisto

Blue
Blue
Are you Blue?
You look like a bow1 of water
ora
roof of tears!
Where is your electric smile?

Liz Clement
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I Am A Lion
I am a Lion
I look all around me very sadly
I am sad because I have no friends
When I look all around every other animal trembles
But when I try to make friends
I look at their faces
And I see scared fearful faces
and then
they all run away.
Sidney Bennett

Inside a Willow

Sadness by the Sea

As my branches
sag down low.
Not one
person likes
me every
body likes
the Magnolia.
Anew
person moved
in she liked
writing poems.
Now someone
likes me
She likes
my shade.

A purple cat
sits next to a frowning
turtle sitting by
the ocean
staring at the sunset
even the sunset
seems to be sad
almost as sad as
the turtle or the cat
it seems like
a very sad time
Nathan Smith

Stella DePriest

The Bird
One time I saw a Bird playing soccer
with my ball
on the road
chewing bubble gum
and I said, "Hey,
Give me my ball"
and he started to sing
A song that said,
Come here on the road with me.
Brooks Jansen
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5th and 6th Grades
How the Leaves Speak
The wind rustles around the leaves, making them chant about the past seasons they have
seen. They tell about seeing the colors of gold, red, orange, white, and vivid green.
They tell about their travels in autumn, when they fall to ground.
They are blown away far from their home tree. This saddens them. They enjoyed the life
with sweet sugar-water running through their veins.
Soon, they are swept away by a swift current. Streams, rivers, and rains carry them away.
They remember the times of joy, swinging in the summer sun, cool breeze refreshing their
green color.
Now, they float downstream, thinking about the wonderful things in the old life. Their
colors beautify the cold mountain stream.
Here I am now, speaking with the leaves.

Bennett Schmidt

How Zebras Got Their Stripes
A long time ago zebras were either of two
colors, black or white. They always fought over
which was the better color. Black zebras never
mixed with white ones. White zebras never
mixed with black ones. One day, when they were at war, they stampeded
straight at each other. All the fur on their body flew
up in the air when they clashed together. When the fur
fell, the zebras had different colored bodies. That's
how zebras got their stripes.

Tim Tellez

Five Ways to Describe the Moon
1. The moon is like a night light for the sky casting a silver
shadow upon us.
2. If you stare at the moon long enough you '11 notice a dusty
cloud like gray spray paint coming out of it.
3. The dark spots on the moon are like a pool with mist and
steam arising from it, flowing ever so quietly.
4. The light spots on the moon are like puffy cotton balls that
are surrounded by the dark pool.
5. If you get lost, the moon is like your protector, making
a path for you that leads you home.
Jackie La Vanway
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Let's

Go!

Hey, you! Watch me. Watch what I can do. I can send brain waves to a child galaxies
away. I can stand here and at the same time dive and play with the great whale.
You can come to. No, not here. Of course I can't do any of that stuff from here.
Come, where the two ends meet. Come, where the Baby tree grows. Come, where the ivy
climbs and the ground is covered by a thick blanket of leaves and grass.
Where do you want to go? You know. I can take you wherever you like. In outer space
where it's dark, completely dark except for one ray of light. It's not scary, I promise. Or to
the sea shore where waves crash up and down on the sandy floor. You can sit down and
watch as everything floats by. It's very peaceful. To the rain forest, down to the deepest
depths of the sea where the pressure of the water won't bother you, not at all.
Come play with the monkeys that swing in the trees. Come to the past, come to the future.
Come with me to the land of the angels. You can wear a golden crown and sit at a beautiful
throne with satin seats. Come dance and frolic with me. Let's play tag.
I can sit here and dream, then go wherever I wish, and it's all real. Come with me.
Kelley Donovan

Four Ways of Looking

At the Sun

1. The sun is the center,
the glue for the universe.
It is like the ice cream
in a chocolate covered ice cream bar.

Crystals Formed When •••
2. Keeping us from freezing,
the sun keeps her watchful eye on us.
Her warmth spreads everywhere.

4. We say good-bye, but
we don't know it.
She slips away
without even a silent whisper.

Crystals formed when the first new
born dead children woke up
in Heaven, making a joyous
sound, breaking God's bedroom
window. After the glass broke, falling
to the grounds of Heaven, making a
new shining rock, God
picked it up. He then decided to
share it with His children on
Earth. After deciding this He said
the next child born would be the
person who discovered the crystal.

Anisa Baldwin-Merzger

Casey Koehler

3. The darkness ceases
when all colors of the
rainbow come from the
east like a wake-up call for all.
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7th and 8th Grades
Final Exams
Stress is being at the beach
with an impossible knot
in your shoelaces and you want
to take off your shoes
to swim in the cool, blue water
but the knot is pulled tight
and your skin scorches
under the sun as you tug and pull
at the knot with your sweaty, sunburnt fingers.
Christina Blanco

Golden Pottery
As I squeeze the dough
between my fingers my hands suddenly get tense,
like they do before a test.
The dough is like a mass of clay
waiting to be shaped into a beautiful piece of pottery.
As I yank open the two ton iron door,
I throw in the shapeless lump.
Time goes by and the smell of bread
fills the house like the feeling of old friends laughing
echoes in my mind.
The timer rings through my head
like a mosquito in my ear
and now the once shapeless lump
has turned into a golden piece of pottery.
Mandi Meeks

Raindrops

Haiku

small plump drops of rain
fall from the black windy sky
and form thick deep mud

The pond is quiet.
A splash interrupts the peace.
The catfish swims on.

Kate Wab

Christine Hoffman

Peace
Round, smooth pebbles under your feet.
Water tapping your shins.
The sun warm on your back.
The ground steady below your heels.
Brook Reeley
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When the big computer's been on for days,
or Dad's been using that chainsaw for hours,
you get that wann metallic smell from all
of the gears, chains, screws, and the million
other parts moving and working together-that's stress--when that smell goes
right to your brain and hurts like
you've drunk that ice too fast.
Sarah Davis

Like the Years on an Old Bike Turning
The bike sitting there in the basement for
ten years. The old lady finally getting the 50
year old bike out. The brakes squeaking, wheels
grinding; like they need a gallon of WD40,
when she rides it, or tries to ride it.
The old lady wears big ugly sunglasses, a big
hat with fake flowers, an ugly dress, shoes,
and two different colored socks.
Ren Bressinck

Thinking
Thinking sounds like a machine working in someone's head,
a clock slowly ticking. Thinking sounds like air trapped in a glass,
like white water rapids with millions of words and numbers jumbling
around in your head. Thinking is the short whispers of your
conscience speaking to you.
Ryan Rutherford

Slugs
Slimy and slick
as they go across
the cold, wet concrete.
You get a sick feeling in your stomach
seeing a huddle of slugs
climbing over the
shiny, silver dog bowl
with soggy, damp food
feeding themselves
and making you lose your lunch.
Bonnie Enderlin
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PARKER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Fort Smith, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Bob Watkins
Visiting Writers: Troy Benowitz and John Reimringer
I'm sorry I didn't come
to school but Mom
just bought me a
new set of
pajamas and
I could not
change.

Lavisha

Jealousy
How to Tell if You're in Louisiana
Jealousy sounds like an
orchestra off beat
Jealousy smells like the
pollution in the air
Jealousy tastes like
spoiled milk
Jealousy feels like the
jagged peak of a mountain
Jealousy looks like
a wilted flower

Louisiana smells like fresh sea water.
Louisiana feels like a new sun being born.
Louisiana tastes like fresh crab.
Louisiana sounds like a big wave splashing
over the huge rock.
Louisiana looks like a green paper under
the sun.
Sidalay

Gina Vongkhamchanh

Sadness

This is Just to Say

feels like an
ugly porkey pine
looks like dead
roses out in a
ditch, It smells
like burned toast
It tastes like dirt
sounds like someone
scratching the chalk board.

I wore your shirt it
was just sitting there on the bed
so I took it
Sorry for taking it but
it was warm and comfy. It's tom now.
Sanzira Price

Jamey

Bells
Bells sound like jingles and ticking
clocks.
Bells feel like a gigantic pile of gold.
Bells look like the Eiffel Tower.
Bells taste like a chocolate cherry cake.

Ashley Gleason
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Sadness
Sadness sounds like a body with
no heartbeat.
Sadness feels like body with no feelings
or no heart.
Sadness tastes like a bitter piece
of chocolate.
Sadness looks like a galaxy with
no planets.

Ashley Gleason

Love
This Is Just To Say
Love is like a red rose burning on a hot day.
Love is like a snake shedding its
skin for another. Love is like Angel
flying in
the sky. Love is like
a toasted marshmallow
on a
stick.

I am sorry for using up the hot water
but it feels like a massage.
It feels so good I could
not get out. The water got cold so
I got out.

Charles Jay Baxter

Cores Hangraves

Beauty
Beauty is not on the outside
Beauty is inside your heart
Beauty smells like the fragrance
of a flower freshly cut
Beauty looks like the sun setting
over the horizon
Beauty tastes like
sugar cookies being decorated
Beauty sounds like
a harp playing in a symphony

Gina Vongkhamchanh
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PERRITT PRIMARY SCHOOL
Arkadelphia, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Donna Adkins
Visiting Writers: Kevin Phelan and Michelle Richmond

Bees

lint lint lint
I wash my clothes
and always in the pockets
there's lint, lint, lint.
I know how lint gets there.
It's really, really fast.
It's faster than a lightning bolt.
It always makes me GASP!

Bees are very small.
If you mess with them
they will mess with you.
Chad Gray.

Ben Franks

My Cat

Eggs
Once a bird had an egg.
It hatched!
It grew well.

My cat is little,
My cat is a pain,
and if my cat were bigger
my poem would be bigger.

John Morgan
Jessica Leeanne Gray

Farm
The cow is in the field, eating sweet green grass.
Finally it is time to go to the barn for milking.
The cows walk to the barn for a second milking.
The pig is rolling in the mud,
for he is getting ready to go to the meat factory
and be made into sausage and bacon.
Ashii R . Helms

The Birds in

MY Back Yard

I saw a robin in my back yard,
but the bluejay is the brightest one of all.
Michael Lee Brown
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You Talk Like This
You go wolf, wolf, wolf,
wolf, wolf, wolf, wolf, wolf,
wolf, wolf, wolf,
wolf, wolf.
Peanut Nicholas

Lost and Found
Where does the rainbow go?
Does it go to Mars?
Does it go to the Lost & Found?
Or does it fade away?
Justin Walker

For Mom
She can roar!
She can look crazy at the fair.
Devon Dedmon

Hop
A grasshopper hops,
and I hop too.
Do you hop like me and you?
April Collins

Summer
On a sultry summer day at my grandma's farm in Michigan
The air gets heavy and damp
Storm clouds drift low over the fields
Grandma looked at the horizon and said
This is Cake Baking Weather
Shanil Smith
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PINKSTON MIDDLE SCHOOL
Mountain Home, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Donna Floyd
Visiting Writers: Beth Ann Fennelly and Carolyn Jensen

MY Hands
My hands are like a Ford LTD, big and strange looking.
I can use them to hold a straw to slurp up a pop
or scan the pages to find Waldo.
I can make them boogie to kinky Greenday songs.
Adam Horn

Crossing Arkansas by Space Ship
As we go 2000 mph through Air
I can see the blue smudge of its blue lake.
But as we slow down it becomes
mountainous and it feels like the
Valley is going to swallow me into
its deep deep mysterious trees
of teeth.

I think I will stay here and
mingle with the locals.
There are old people here. They
are all so nice to me.
Besides I already got my fishing
gear.

Wait a min. Are we going down.
Oh no! What is happening? We are going down.

I think I will go fish with the people.

Jesse Sos
Inside a Picture

Inside of a Moon

Inside of a picture
with a hill and a road
and along the road is a stream
with fish, turtles, swans
and ducks that swim in and on the stream
the road goes over it
with a spectacular bridge
and on down the road is the fair
with a merry-go-round
and a ferris wheel
and a restaurant with tasty food
and standing on the hill
is a man
and a woman
falling in love.

Once I was inside of a
moon. It was steaming
and hot. I felt like I was
inside a ball of fire.
It sounds like the big waves on the ocean.
It's very roomy. It is
very bright, and
yellow-orange. It
feels like it is
tumbling very fast.
The moon is a very
beautiful thing.
Michelle Lena

Andy Britt
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I Had a Blind Date With a Toaster

Crossing Arkansas as Flea

On our date we went to an electric socket
so she would be able to talk.
We had french toast for dinner.
We watched a movie called " Revenge of the Toaster."
It was fun but she got scared so we left.
She was making a mess in my car with her crumbs.
I dropped her off early. When she was on her doorstep
she shocked me!
She was a nice date but now I have to clean my car
next week I'm thinking "microwave."

Brandon Hunt

How to Annoy Your Brother or Sister
You could tap them on the head
a million and one times
then say you messed up
and start all over again.
You could change the channel
for 25 minutes,
then wait five minutes
and do it again.
You could fill their room
with five thousand gallons of milk
then ask if they want cookies.
Or maybe give them a ride
on your most annoying roller coaster
filled with millions of screens
on each screen a picture of you.
And now, watch out for your brother and sister
in case they want to pay you back!
Matt Ledesma

I caught a ride
on an old red dog
He was headed
across Arkansas
so I decided to
go. I was hid
in his hair looking
out at rocks and
grass. I started to
get hungry. It
smelled bad on a
dog. We went
past farms and
rivers. I got
a sip of blood
while the dog ate
a fish he had
caught The
whole ride was
bumpy and rough.
When we got
across I
figured I was
going to ride
a cat next time.
Th~y are a lot
eas1er on you.

Anonymous

How to Eat Algebra

Take up the variable of your choice
Look to make sure you really want it
to go through your body
the color of it will change
with anxiety of fixing to be eaten
first blue, then red, then purple,
squirming fretfully out of your hands
Grab the slimy variable and lift it
towards your mouth
Gulp it down before it jumps out
wasn't that good?
Now take up another of the now rotten smelling variables
repeat the procedure until the whole algebra problem is gone
Even the numbers and operations.
Kay/a Cox
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ST. BONIFACE SCHOOL
Fort Smith, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Connie Gibson
Visiting Writers: Denise Rogers and Susan Williams

I Was Slimed BY The World's Deadliest Creature
I was slimed by the world's deadliest creature,
and you should have seen all his features.
He smelled like something that had died and gone bad,
and when I looked at him he got real mad.
He made this terrible sounding reep,
and it gave me a terrible case of the creeps.
The mall was no place for this·terrible noise,
because it scared all the girls and boys.
It smelt of a terrible stench that made my nerves wrench.
His body was all bumpy just all around lumpy.
Then it covered me with this cold, wet, gooey goo;
You don't want to know how it smelt, pee-you.
I thought I was going to shrivel up and die,
but when it washed off I let out a sigh.
Joshua Ray

Untitled

Cookie Monster

Mr. Rogers is ice skating in Alaska
With his short girlfriend that is a
bullrider. He is thinking about his wife
and kids at home. Do they know
where he was. Then he smells coffee
at J.D. Coffee Shop. He sees
mountains and trees. He tastes the snow.
He feels the cold on his hands. He
touches the sky with his hands.

What do you eat?
I eat you!
What do you do?
I scare you!
What do you drink?
I drink mud!
Cookie Monster, you are weird.
Nicholas Burrell

Jordanna Rogers

World's Only Living Singing Cat Dies
Singing cat, singing cat, why did you have to die
and leave us like that.
You could belt out tunes like an anchor person
on Saturday news.
You sang to your boyfriend Harry
while you drank a Bloody Mary.
Erin Lewis
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Grandma's Weird Day
Grandma is picking up pecans in her yard
When suddenly she sees an eyeball instead of a pecan.
She hears a threat from the sky.
She feels a spider while still looking up at they sky.
She smells a pig's breath.
She thinks she should take a day off from cleaning the school.
Jordan Shumaker

The Honey Bee
Honey Bee, do you like your color?
Yes, I do.
Oh Honey Bee, why do you sting?
You stung me last week and hurt very bad.
Oh Honey Bee, please answer me; I don't want you to sting me.
I don't want to answer you.
I just want you to give me honey.
Savanna McDaniel

Untitled
0 Cookie Monster, where did you get your fur?
I ate a cookie with purple fungi.
0 Cookie Monster, where did you get your cookie?
I got it from the bottom of a log.
0 Cookie Monster, where did you get your voice?
I got it from the fish in the lake.
Tiffany Maxwell

Untitled
Donald Duck, why is your beak so big?
Because I ate a mall.
Donald Duck, why do you have two eyes?
Because ninety fell off.
Donald Duck, why do you live in the water?
Because they kicked me out of Colorado.
Donald Duck, why can't you paint?
Because they wanted me to paint a giant swan.
Bonnie Ann Baker
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ST. THERESA'S SCHOOL
Little Rock, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Alice Pfeiffer
Visiting Writers: Mary Beth Baken and Susan Perabo

Mumble

Desert

My mom's car
seems to mumble
as it warms up
one morning.
The limbs of
the trees seem to
mumble as they
sway in the wind.
My brother mumbles
in the morning as he
wakes up.
My seat mumbles
as I twist and
turn in it.
My house mumbles
as it settles down
for the night.

Billions and billions of particles
of sand under the feet of a
man who dared to venture into
this white sea of sand.
Hills and hills as far as
the eye can see.
If you climb up a dune
you feel like you're on
top of the world.
Walking on the
cushion of soft
particles you feel as
though you are a king
in this your kingdom of sand
You can feel the sun
burning deep into your
skin and smell the air
rushing past you as
you look into the unknown.

Pamlsom

Mike Tackett Jr.

You suddenly discover you can fly •••
I was in the jungle at the time of cavemen and dinosaurs. I am walking through the
jungle as the brown leaves crunch and poke the bottoms of my rough feet.
Out of nowhere I hear a loud squeak of some sort. I look up and see a pterodactyl
flying over my head, moving in a circular motion like a vulture.
I become nervous. The sweat from my forehead drips into my mouth. The sweat
tastes like dirt and mud.
I look up again and the dinosaur is flying right at me. I start to run, swinging my
arms in a frantic way. All of a sudden I start to lift off the ground. Soon I am 3,000 feet
high. I tum around and bite the pterodactyl. Its blood flows through my mouth like Niagara
Falls falling off the cliff. I realize, man, I should do this more often.
Lee Matlock
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An anteater quickly sips up ants from their home
for he is hungry.
A mosquito sips up the blood from
your arm while you are asleep.
Sips
The dry earth sips up the fall rain
after a long hot summer.
A tiny baby slowly sips up the milk left
in the bottom of his bottle.
The chimney mysteriously sips the gray smoke up from
the roaring fire in the fireplace.
Rachael Dedman

MY Brother
MY Grandpa
My brother is playing the old piano.
He sees a landscape instead of keys.
The sounds he hears are found for years.
But now he smells the wheat.
The taste combines between rain or shine,
while he feels the cold keys.
Could it be he is gliding
or is he deciding ...
while the notes swing to the heat.

My grandpa sees all
his vegetables while working
on his garden. He sees
carrots and tomatoes.
He hears all the birds
calling from overhead. It
is as if they are singing
only him a song. He feels
the hot sun as it beats
down on his back. He
can taste the spring air
as he walks along
with his rumbling plow.
He waters the land his
garden is on, because
he wants to harvest
soon. At the end
of the day he thinks
about how the next day
will be.

.Julian Jones
Stir
My grandma stirs the soup to make it good.
The stirring of the night frightens me
as I lie in my bed.
Around the campfire we stir the kindling
to make it roar like a bear.
The baby stirs awake from a
dreamless sleep.
The wind stirs the leaves into one pile.

Tara Powell

Casey Batson

It's your first day on the Mayflower •••
I just made it before the ship left. I tugged at my trunk and dragged it across the warped
boards to my silent haven. I rested on my creaking bunk as the ship pitched and swayed.
Finally, I escaped from the stuffy cabin to the deck. Chris was wondering around looking
important as I explored. I wandered aimlessly, breathing the salty air. It seemed as if I
walked forever. My skirts were becoming troublesome. I returned to my private home for
the next weeks and slept deeply all night long.
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TAYLOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
White Hall, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Tamara Bailey
Visiting Writers: Michael Carragher and Gary Enns

If
If elephants were raindrops
There wouldn't be very many houses left;
A lot of people would get knocked unconscious;
Then I'll believe them when they say they hate rainy days.

Corey Neal

I Am a Telephone
I ring all day long.
I really hate it when Mrs. Lacey's grandchildren come over;
they always see my buttons and push them and pull me out of the wall.
They say I smell like new cars, and they taste me all the time.
I tell them by flashing my lights, not to touch the OFF button, but they do,
and off I go.
I'll bet they just like hearing me ring.
Well, that's my story.

Kelli Ross

Worm
I am a slippery worm.
I see the tall grass like huge beanstalks.
I hear the footsteps of big and little people like a big earthquake.
I taste the dirt under me like a nice sweet candy bar.
I smell baked pie like the smell of a pizza.
I feel the nice cool grass like a dip in the pool.

Alex Carraway

If Trees

were Hats

If trees were hats worms would be crawling in your hair.
Birds' nests would be falling all around you.
People would be running, for eggs would be flying everywhere.
When I'd take my hat off every night I'd place it in the yard,
And hope it wouldn't root.

Melanie Lunsford
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Earth

I am the big beautiful Eanh.
I hear little children laughing and playing like the joy of Christmas Day.
I taste the ocean like salt-grains on a pretzel.
I feel the breeze blowing like the soft tunes on a flute.
I see the grassy plains like a peacock's gorgeous spread-out feathers.
I smell the pretty flowers like Mom's home-made bread.

Alex Carraway

Panthers
If panthers were fur coats, you wouldn't be able to touch them. They would attack you if
you try to put them on. They would roar at you too, and would be heavy to wear. They
would be scary to look at. Their eyes would glow like a toy that glows in the dark. They
would tickle you as they moved on your back. They would feel soft, but I wouldn't touch
them. If you tried to shake someone's hand, it would scratch you. If a bunch of people
were wearing them in a ball room, the people would probably die. That would scare me.
And if they saw a mouse or rat, it would probably jump off your back and run after it. If
you were flying a kite, it might jump off your back and climb a tree.

Richard Jenkins

Loneliness
Loneliness tastes like an empty box of cereal in the dark morning.
Loneliness feels like the clear air you breathe at night.
Loneliness sounds like the dull heart beating of your body.
Loneliness smells like the cold air from a freezer.
Loneliness looks like the rain drops from the sky.

Stephen Cunningham

Hate
Hate tastes like a rotten apple core left out in the sun to dry.
Hate looks like the devil's fiery burning pit.
Hate sounds like a small baby's sad cry.
Hate smells like smoke from a dying fire.
Hate feels like a mother scolding her child for being bad.

Joseph Shnaekel

Boredom
Boredom looks like a book with no words.
Boredom feels like a day with no friends.
Boredom tastes like ice-cream with no flavor.
Boredom sounds like a song with no one singing it
Boredom smells like a deodorant with no odor.

Caitlyn Armstrong
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THURMAN G. SMITH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Springdale, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Patty Hays
Visiting Writers: Troy Benowitz and Michael Carragher

Summer Nights
Bright small fire-flies
flicker in the coal-dark night
while the wind blows strong.
Sandra Gibbons

Unicorn
I have a long and silky tail
My mane is made of lace
My hom is twisted like liquorice
Lindsay Grigg

The Sky
Colors of blue, pink, orange
scattered around
like birds in a flock.
Clouds in it
like white things stuck
to Velcro.
Krisrie McJunkin

A Rainbow the Unicorn Crossed
Red, orange, yellow, blue,
hoof-prints, indigo and violet,
the hom of emerald green.
Stephanie Johnson

Ducks
swimming in the pond
flying in the air
eating lots of fish
flying with other ducks
black, white and green
Jeremy Edens
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Porcupine
I have spikes that will protect me.
I can smell the animals that come for me.
All I have to do is curl up and spit my spikes.
I have poor eye sight.
I have to smell to get my prey.
I can taste the insects each day.
Some nights I hear the other animals sleeping and snoring.
I always steal the other animals' food.
I'm the sneaky animal.
I'm the one who never gets to sleep at night.

Brock Hobbs

Whales Breathing

A Wedding

Waves splashing water
flat enormous waving tail
Surfacing on water

I walk through the door
They are waiting for me at
the table, to open gifts

Sarah Huber

Amber Gilmartin

In the City After It Rains
A car goes by fast.
It drives through a big puddle.
It lands on me, gross!

Allison lvey

Sunset
The sun settles down.
The sun puts on her nice gown.
The moon comes up now.
Jessica Baumann
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TURRELL HIGH SCHOOL
Turrell, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Betty Provost
Visiting Writers: Michael Catherwood and Tom Franklin

Bean field
Loneliness takes hold of me
as I wish I was one
of the chirping birds
wish I could fly
far away from this cold
place
reminding me of
your love that
has been taken
from me.

As I stand in this bean field
cool breezes blow over me
bringing with them
the smell of smoke
from trash burning
in a neighbor's yard.
I sit down on the cool ground
shivering
needing the jacket I left home
listening to the birds
chirping in a nearby tree.

Cilia Clark

A Young Girl's Dream

Flinnie's Barbecue

A house in the village
with daisies, lilies,
dandelions and vines
A willow tree
that droops
down the windows
A train that passes
through, blowing
nightly
But most of all
a little rose bush
that's peeking up
through the dirt
beneath a dove.

It was a clear black night
a big round moon
people on the street
about to bust
when Flinnie's opened up
and we all started to groove!!

Dysheeta Davie

Marquita Williams

Harvest Time
Harvest time is dry and dusty
like a corner in a closet
with spiders
moving
around in shirts and shoes.

James Holt
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Love

Trapped

is anger, fear, crying
all crushed into one
it is a lost token
you find and clinch close
comforting it, caressing it.

There are places that are deep
dark holes
with no way out.
There's never any light.
And if you ever
fall in that hole
you will be trapped
forever.

One day that same
lost token
leaves falling like
a dying flower
slowly losing its breath.

Philica Hill

Lakeshia Wesrly

Untitled
My heart is a piano
ready to be tuned up.
The melody is here
but there is no one
to play.
Montaith Hales

The Lively Lake

The Alley

I must go to the lake
and breathe the fresh spring air,
back to the water and crayfish
that swim calmly to th,e bank.
Oh how lively the plants
and creatures sing.
Oh I wish I had a boat
to row to the other side.
For if that side is like
this side ...

Dark as a demon's back
cool as a cemetery
on a lonely dark mile,
trash moist and stinky
like a dead possum,
darkness spreading
like trees on an open prairie.
Sammie Jackson

Mary Miles

Sadness
Like a family member
dying
sadness happens right away.
Like trying to keep your love
together
but everyone's far away.

Deeper and deeper
in life
I find happiness but
death
just keeps taking it
away.
La.Damon Miles
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WALNUT RIDGE MIDDLE SCHOOL
Walnut Ridge, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Edith Ellis
Visiting Writers: Paul Bone and Otis Haschemeyer

Untitled
Untitled
Lightning falling all around me.
Silver lights hanging over the
trees.
Guns singing love songs in
their own words of praise.
Hanging from weeds over the
moon like a flower in the
pitch dark dust.
Tigers praying from time
again and again lying in the dark.
Stars twisting rings of their
everlasting ways.
Finger tips walking down
the eyes of life.
Distance of the rain falling long,
wide tunnels of darkness never
ending no return.
Motionless lips of a
child following their dream
like a river never knowing
how far it will last.
Water burning under my
feet scratching thoughts
from my head.

The road is wet and looks like
a big mirror reflecting the street
lights.
The water runs off the street
into the sewage drain like a
river flowing into the ocean.
The darkness is closing in like
being smothered with a pillow.
The silence is unbearable, it's
like it's so quiet you can
hear something buzzing in
your ear.
The scuff of my shoes when
I walk is like someone
coughing constantly.

Sara Brand

Secret
Nobody knows that I'm
a timid violet
and an audacious sunflower
all at once.
I am a paradox of ideas and beliefs,
like Psyche.
I face the formidable task of
sorting and sifting the seeds of
thought.
Like flowers
I am growing, struggling, changing,
searching for myself.
Nobody knows that I
tiptoe downstairs at night
to greet the moon.
Nobody knows that I talk to trees,
and they listen.

Sherry Hall
Rage
A man shaking with fear
with a dry mouth desperate for moisture
like air before a thunderstorm
burning with anger ready for it to burst out
water clashes with lava rocks on the shore
like a tide
rage rises and then falls
waiting to resurface again

Clay Bibb
Crystal Adams

Untitled
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The tractor sat motionless
all alone on a deserted field .
Beneath its large body
scurried a small gray field mouse.
It ran along the crowded
field floor.
It ran for a long time
trying to reach home before dark.
In the distance a tractor
roared to life as the sun
sat on the field in the
faded pink twilight sky.

Untitled
In the middle of the highway
sat a possum looking strangely at the lights
with dirty fur and furious yellow eyes.

Breanna Sisk
Misty Arnold

Plumbing in

N.Y.C.
Untitled

We all work with back pain
to unclog stopped toilet drains.
I hate Liquid Draine, S.E. Johnson Wax.
I wear flannel and a tool belt.
My crew loves the sweet sewer smell.
I make millions for my pay.
To unstop a drain I take all day
Many people call me, but
Mrs. Jarod just wants to talk.
I'm good with a wrench,
I sit on a bench,
And I scratch and spit all day.

In the tall grass my
dad was pushing the
lawn mower. I took
him two glasses of
water. When night fell
he was snoring loudly.

Renea Angin

I should have been a mime.

Jeff Clements

Untitled
While I was wandering around in the lost world
of a creek bed, the bold, bittersweet cold water went through
my veins. I felt a mist of sharp pain go through my
body, mind, and soul. The water spoke to me. I knew
it was time for my life to begin.

Blake Jones
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WEST JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
West Memphis, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Frances Conduff
Visiting Writers: Michelle Richmond and Kevin Stewart

The Dog
We Have Pictures of It
I can hear the dog barking
at the light of a cab
as it pulls up in the driveway.
I can smell the dog's muddy,
wet feet
It smells like fish
wallowed all over him.
I can see the dog play
in the water
That's a dog.
That 's my dog.

Nick Coulte

It happened in late spring.
It was nine and I was doing my homework.
The loud boom, and we looked around
but there was nothing.
No furniture had fallen.
No pictures broke.
Just a loud boom and dad
looked at the front yard.
He told me to call 911.
Dad's truck was engulfed in flames-The loud boom.
That's what it was. Dad's truck
had exploded.
Everyone came, everyone was there
to see it. Firefighters and policeman,
gray hoses everywhere.
No evidence, but we knew it was her.
She put the bomb in there.
He was going to marry her.
I thought she was so nice.

Kim Williams

Surprise
I am surprise.
I look like a new bike
with a big red ribbon.
I taste like an ice cream cone
on a hot day.
I smell like a white rose just in bloom,
like a cool spring day.
I sound like a new hunter-green Dodge Avenger
pulling into my driveway,
blowing the horn,
on my 16th birthday.
I feel like an elephant at the circus,
eating peanuts
and giving children rides.

Ashley Ware
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Hate

I sound like cars crashing in the street.
I look like a muddy dog.
I am sneaky like a lion hunting prey.
I am pale like a black and white movie.
I smell like a pig farm.
I am rusty like an old fork.
Natalie Albers

Being With Family

Window
I sit in the window wanting
to be noticed
but can only be demoted.
They don't know
that I am here.
Maybe I should have.
Maybe I should.
I am totally misunderstood.

Walking in, you first see
a fireplace with ashes from last winter
still faintly smelling of smoke.
Above the mantle
there are pictures of my whisker-faced papaw
and my shon, gray-haired granny.
Then you find the couch with its small
white and pink flowers on a blue background.
It was gathered when my dad's wife-to-be
moved in. My granny
in her unhealthy state
has only been to visit once.
She sat on the couch.
As you walk through the hall
you see pictures of childhoods.
Bobby Rains

Ryan McAdoo

Death
A lady died in my room.
Her musky smell is upon me.
Wooden floors creaking
and lights blinking.
I lie awake each night
just wondering.
With my bed in the same spot
and one light to bum
I imagine a dark figure
once happy, but now
looking at me
when I'm all alone.
Kleesha Sanders
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WEST MEMPHIS CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
West Memphis, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Loretta Dale
Visiting Writers: Michael Catherwood and Tom Franklin

A Cemetery
After the Rain
A cemetery
dark and lonely
even in the brightest hours of the day
you receive a cold dark chill
when walking through

After the rain has passed,
glittering and shining in
the woods, birds chirp in
the wind. Deer look for
mates. A snake slithers down
a tree to begin a search
for food. Spring in a forest
is like a wild adventure.

Ravens and crows flock around this site
searching for food
large calligraphied tombstones
line small hills and slopes

Ben McDaniel

Known for its idea of death,
it is actually a place of life.
Jonathan DWlcan

Fear
Fear is an
itch
that can't be reached
trickling down your
back
like blood
seeping from a knife
slash

Fear sits in a dark, dismal
dungeon.
Screams
like a crow
against a wall
slippery, chilling
the air filled with the
smell of honeysuckle
Shelby Kempf

The Attic

Fear

History lies
in the taped boxes on the floor
What others left for old
others find
to their parents, give their laughter
to the memories bring a tear.
Looking for their past
they find future.

Fear
is a small
puppy
lost from
its mother
at midnight
hearing
owls hoot
and wolves howl.

Klane Hanson
Daniel Hester
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Caves
Daredevil
I chased the ball into the cave,
it was about as dark as a bottomless pit,
drear, dank, and cold it sent
chills through me,
I saw a small opening,
when I looked through it I saw the
most beautiful sight.
Millions of rocks were in
the wide expanse,
some were jagged like broken glass,
some were smooth like silk,
some were colorful like the rainbow,
some were dull like gray rain clouds,
I left behind the beautiful sight that
many will never enjoy.

A daredevil in a
straitjacket. He cannot get out.
He's over a
ball of
fire. One
minute before
he drops
into the
fire
with ten seconds
left his
arms are out.
He
slips it
off.
Somebody threw
him a
rope.

Ellen Lehman

01' Watch
To look at me you see
years of time
handed from generation
to generation

Ben McDaniel

Fox
I crawled out of my cold cave,
at night, of course.
It was my turn to hunt for the family.
As I blurred in with the shadows,
I saw the gleam of what seemed to me,
a rabbit's pair of eyes.
It seemed not to notice me,
until I lunged forward to catch it.
It would not give up its life,
for the sake of my weak, empty stomach.
We seemed to chase about all night,
until he found an exit.
I stopped, my heart beating rapidly,
in the distance, an owl whooed.
The rabbit unexpectedly carne out.
I jumped while I opened my mouth,
ready to sink my teeth into the bundle of fur
Instead, it jumped, and I bit a branch.
I walked slyly back to my cold cave,
knowing they would expect something.

Oh to feel the beat
of my heart, wound
every day to
full perfection
My arms
fly in great repetition
Days go by
slow, as a worm burrows through dirt,
yet to see a young
man's face light up when
I place my body around him.
The job I live holds
the high importance
of a king who rules
his country.
Klane Hanson

Sara Wood
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in the Schools

WESTBROOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Benton, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Wanda Posey
Visiting Writers: Jay Karr and David Koen

Untitled
The bird asked Mars while he was sitting at his kind blue desk, "How many girls have
you peacefully loved?" Mars replied, "Many. Many."
Megan Hogue

Something To Do

Thoughts

Children playing like fawns,
men hunting like wolves,
babies crying like ducks,
the world has something to do,
most people sleep like snakes,
adults work like birds,
children are in schools like fish,
the world has something to do.

My thoughts smile like an empty
perfume bottle under the blue and red
stars that I found in my
backyard and throw up in the sky

Alisha Riley

John Parks

Untitled
Laurie put her head in her hands. She was working the night shift at the hospital. June 14,
1968. She could hear the wail of the baby down the hall. He was going to have surgery in
the morning, so they couldn't feed him. She was sitting with a twelve-year-old black boy
named Donald who had an unusual case of pneumonia. Instead of his lungs filling up with
liquid steadily, it slowly seeped into his lungs, where it was absorbed. They could not
operate because there was no liquid to drain out. He could barely breathe. He could not eat.
The smell of medicine was intoxicating. The gasp of Donald 's breath was like someone
running her fingers down a chalkboard. As for Donald being at the hospital, it was a scary
experience. The doctors were wearing white lab coats, and they were walking and staring
and poking and prodding. And they were so quiet. So very quiet. Laurie was the only thing
nice about the hospital.
On June 20, 1968, something happened. The mucous that was steadily flowing into
his lungs stopped. Donald took a big breath and said to Laurie in a hoarse voice, "I feel
better."
The doctors were amazed by his recovery. The day he was to go home, he invited
Laurie to come with him. She accepted. When they got to his house, there were rosebushes
and flowers in a garden. She said to Donald, "You will never be very strong--except in
heart."

Kary O'Neal
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Deer Hunters
Horses in the field
A deer sitting on a deer stand
Holding a water gun
Shooting birds flying over him
Hooking squirrels with his horns
Whistling at does
Spitting on deer hunters
Smoking a cigar and drinking whiskey
Throwing acorns at bobcats
Rutting at butterflies
Stomping on rabbits
Eating snakes
Attacking bears
And kicking beavers

My imagination is
sweet. It tastes the
time. It can taste a
whole tooth.
It can taste a piece of
chalk. It can taste
Baseball. As I walk through my house
I fall on
my knees and taste the
wildflowers in the garden. I taste my
brother's new CD. I taste my Dad's
new electricity cord. I taste my
pencil eraser. I go and find
an egg and taste it
raw. I taste my life

Brandon Hampel

Zack Miller

Untitled

Thinking

My hand is hunter green
and lives in a black house
with a red and blue Brandy.
My hands works at the Finger
Writing Company. Everyday
my hand sharpens a
pencil and writes all kinds
of stuff down on paper.
The lunch my hand eats
is green and it is not sure
what it is but oh well. My
hand drives a yellow & blue
glove when it is cold, but it
walks during the summer.

My imagination smells like a single rose
on the top of a warm grassy hill in Africa
that a herd of wildebeest just ran over
on the move to the water hole for their yearly
trip, on the rose lays one sleeping
ladybug who traveled across Africa
to find his family, as the sun goes down
the stars come out and no moon shows
it's covered with clouds, as the wind
blows it carries 3 rose petals across
the Savannah, the flower loses the petals
forever, the next day zebras are
on the move, the rose is trampled
and torn . It is no more.

Jennifer Lovins

Jessica Riddens
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WILLIAMS MAGNET ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Little Rock, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Anne Washington
Visiting Writers: Jay Karr and David Koen

Untitled

Freedom

Have you ever seen the cat go
nananana

The dove is free as a balloon.
He takes a big breath.
She smiles at her beagle.

Jannitta
Stefanie Fendrick

"The Sunny Side"

The big green island

Up in the sky I see dancing
sticks looking at me.
Whale swimming in an eagleshaped puddle.
Pink swervy curly hair.
The sticks are walking in
Saturn and coming out
with yellow, red, and green
crayons.

It looks like a big plate but
gets as tiny as a flick in the sky.
The big green trees have
a good color of green apples
that have crippled up.
Stefanie Fendrick

Christian Strickland

The Pretty Blue and Green Fantasy
As the bird flies over the ocean a whale
is in the water waiting for it and
as the bird hit the water the bird
was as beautiful as the pretty blue
sea. The sun made a reflection of
the cloud on the water as the wind blows you
see Little dolphins jump out into the
blue and green sea. As the big ships clutter through
the water and the little boats and people slashing
threw the water with their water ski blades
and water splashing onto their soft face. Up
above the sea in a little plane you see little
yellow blossoming flowers at the bottom of the sea. As the
wind from above so high gets colder and colder
the below gets colder and huns the mermaids
shoulders. As the sea gets colder and colder the
sea comes closer and closer. The little blue
whales go deep and deep.
Jonathan Cok
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AirTime
The trees sway in the
wind like fish swimming.
The color of the sea
looks like smeared blue paintings.
The wind blows like
roaring thunder.

Untitled

Jeremy Boke

Don't worry shark
I won't kill
you for
your teeth.

Brandon Kimbraugh

Orphanage
Moldy bread seems to get in my mind as I look at
his mansion.
Needles prick me when I see him count the gold.
A kid who gets all the presents and still wants
more.

Robert Lansom

Friends
I searched through the dead city. I saw somebody
with the face of a dog. He had the legs of
a new born baby. He walked toward me with tottering
legs. I have never had a crippled friend.

Justin Franco

Untitled
I will not play
until I finish my work
This is my schedule.

A flea's point of view

Mark Mazumder

Giant blurry objects that are warm
and cuddly.
Drinking blood constantly.
Running from a giant white sawlike objects attached to pink sensitive
cartilage.

Wade Moskey
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WONDER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
West Memphis, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Betty Pierce
Visiting Writers: Michael Catherwood and Kevin Stewart
Work Poem
My dad works at Greyhound and ships boxes.
Everyday he sees boxes and buses.
He hears buses, the phone ringing and people talking.
He smells gas, people from Little Rock and Turrell.
He writes on the boxes Little Rock, New York, and Florida.
He tastes lunch, candy and ice cream from across the
street,
He works like a busy body who doesn't have time
off and he thinks like a hard working father.

Nadine Reed

0

ne Spring day
Jaws

One spring day I flew
through the air.
I met a cloud that was mean
and not fair.
Then I flew along and
saw some people with
a big machine gun pointed
right at me.
I flew along and saw
some ducks quacking loud
and clear.
I flew along and saw my mom
and flew straight to
her, and i gave her a hug
and kiss.

I get tired of swimming
underwater, sneaking up on
people to eat them, wrecking
their boats and sinking them.
Would people be disappointed
if I quit. My jaws get
tired from opening and closing
all the time. And my teeth
get dull and my gums start
to ache. I wish I was a regular
little fish.

Whitney Kimble

Andorian Woodard
Untitled
On 17th Street I see people
hear them talking loud and driving
fast. The music's up loud. I can hear
a snake, a hawk, and a human. I smell the soup,
pizza, and perfume when I get home.
I taste cereal, sausage and biscuit, and honey buns.
I run like a roadrunner and I think like a lion.

Dexter King
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The Night Of The Tornado
It was a cold night and the leaves were
moving and the tall grass was blowing.
I was scared how the leaves bumped up against
the window. Mom was washing clothes
in the machine. She was so tired
she sat down for awhile. At
midnight it began to rain and it
didn't stop and then it began to thunder
louder and louder and louder and out
of nowhere it was a tornado swirling
across West Memphis, it was the worst
tornado ever.

On MY Street

Toneika Woodard

On my street I hear
a lot of cars and
BIG Monster Trucks
passing by. I hear
car horns and tires
rattling. I hear the
car wash machines.
They are loud.
When I ride my bike
the road is bumpy.
That's what's on my street.

Outlet
I am an outlet. People plug a lot of steel
into me. It gets so crowded I can hardly see.
It's really dark over here. I just needed
to make that clear. People poke stuff
in me. I don't like being an outlet.

Whitney Stokes

Frank McCaulley

On 8th Street
you see trucks, garbagemen and a Mach 612.
You hear the sounds of horns and music,
you smell the night air.
You taste the sandwiches from down at the
market,
you run like a cheetah to beat the night
awaiting.
You think about the big crying trucks
quieting down, but they don't.
Nita Parker
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Untitled
I can hear my father's planer
roaring like a huge lion and buzzing
like a million bees. It has a piercing
sound when the wood hits the
blades. I can see the many wood
shavings flying this way and that.
I can see sparks flying from the
turning blades. I can feel the shaky
vibration from the rumbling planer.
I can even smell a bit of fresh
sap pouring from the smooth boards.
The taste of fresh pine and cedar is
in the air. I can see the sweat coming
off of my dad's forehead as he pushes
the boards through the giant planer. And
that night I can still feel the
vibration as it puts me to sleep.
Brendan Ward

Mississippi
magnolia trees
nice people
houses everywhere
my soon-to-be house
big mansions on the freeway
middle of streets marked off to park in
warm weather
rain at 3:00 pm everyday
Carla Campbell

How to Carry Moonbeams Home in a Jar
First you make a jar
out of cloudglass. That will
keep the light from getting through.
Then you take a girl
sunbeam with you to lure the
little boy moonbeams to the
jar. The lid will have to
be made of frozen stardust
so that the moonbeams can't
break it with their sharp
ends. Then you take it home.
Kelly Houston
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WOODROW WILSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Paragould, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Judy Martin
Visiting Writers: Stuart A. Hancox and Wade Williams
Untitled
One Sunny Day
On a sunny day in May
I tasted the wind
I smelled the grass
which my brother has mowed
I heard a dog barking
and he ran to me
and I felt his soft smooth fur
I picked a daffodil for my mom
It smelled sweet like candy
Dark clouds came
and it began to rain

Anna Wilkin

Crossing Arkansas
by Imagination
In Paragould I saw
a flying hot-pink spotted piranha
with blue fins and purple teeth.
In Jonesboro I tasted
a worm-filled chocolate pie
with brown and maroon polka-dot ladybugs ·
In Hot Springs I touched
ugly slimy fighting crocodiles
as big as castles ninety million feet tall.
In Little Rock I smelled a blue rose
that stunk like a dirty shoe.
In Fayetteville I heard
"Whoo Pig Sooie!" being called
by the President.

3rd Grade class poem

I Saw a House
I saw a house with five sticks
for a roof
and two sticks for a door.
I saw a house
with a stone roof
and a stone window.
I saw a house
with bags of candy
for walls and tables.
I saw a house
with a nutshell
for a bathtub.

JEFF
J is an open umbrella
Eisa rake
F is a toothbrush
F is a whip with a sharp end.
J elf Mirehell

Kayla Bowers

The Two Headed Donkey Dragon
If I were a two headed donkey dragon I would bum you like the sun.
If I were a two headed donkey dragon I would breathe out smoke to gag you like pollution
in the air.
If I were a two headed donkey dragon I would have demon donkey eyes to scare you
away.

Brad Blankenship
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How to Know for Sure You're in Paragould
When we see the big red and white polka-dot
flip-up talking Welcome to Paragould sign
When we smell the pepperoni and string pizza
that says "Eat me!"
When we hear a cat the size of an elephant
which sounds like a tiger when it purrs
When we eat the purple pickle which tastes
like blueberries and watermelons
When we touch a hummingbird
that feels like a bumpy alligator

2nd Grade class poem

Me and MY Sister the Lion
Once I had a dream about my sister
She looked like a lion.
She probably was.
She growled and I got scared but I asked her who she was.
She said, "My name is Ashley,"
And I said, "Are you my sister?" and she said yes.
She could talk.

Kendra Treece

If I Were a Turtle
I had a dream I was a turtle. I lived in a castle made of crystal, candy, and jewelry. I had
my castle water changed every day. I loved my dream crystal castle.
I got a maid after a little while, she was so nice she brought me food that would last one
thousand years. I loved my dream crystal castle.
When I awoke and found out it was only a dream I was sad but it was a wonderful dream.

Kay/a Bowers

MY Dreams
My dreams are that I could hold my breath for one year.
My dreams are that I could touch the bottom of the ocean with my head out of the water.
My dream is that I will live eternally.
My dream is maybe I could play for the Orlando Magic.

Keith Staggs
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WYNNE JUNIOR HIGH AND HIGH SCHOOLS
Wynne, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Joyce Gregson and Carl Easley
Visiting Writers: Cindy King and Susan Maertz

The Life of Calamity Jane
Cowboy Life
As I ran through the woods
chasing a coyote, a couple of bandits
came out from behind some tumbleweeds. I was a homesteader and
they were a couple of guys
from outta town. They held
me up with a six shooter and took
all of my fish I had caught
early on.
As I came back in town
I bought me a bottle of whiskey
and some poor kid a soda pop
that tasted like apple pie. As I
arrived home I took out my
ten-gallon hat and took a bath
in moonshine.

It was a cold misty morning
The horses and cows in the corral
I was headed to town
The town was empty
Everybody was in the saloon
There was going to be a fight
The gunslinger was in town
The Bartender oied to stop it
The gunslinger won, again
I went on with my chores
The day growing dark
I stayed on the porch playing poker
Til time for bed
The day was shon but
the memory's long.

Michele Gracey

Chris Davis

Untitled
D - aman walking down the hill pushing a broom
A - looks like a woman doing a backbend
R - a man trying to stan a lawnmower and got his finger cut off
C - a man turning around in circles
U - is for a man making a u-turn
S - looks like a snake with no backbones

Darcus Jackson

Sentiments
Poets are the future.
Creatures are the past.
Hate is the present.
Will this world last?

Brandy Donaldwn
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Vowels

A - green - like the dry snout of an alligator
swimming in a slime-infested swamp.
E - black - mean and tough like the streets
that curve and try to cause trouble.
I - purple - like the palm of a beaten hand,
swollen and bruised.
0 - orange - like the bright sun on a cold
dry winter day.
U - blue - cool and calm like a breeze
that touches your face and blows your
hair the opposite way.
Lindsay Hendrick

Roof Top
A is a tall tower in London
S is a giraffe's neck as it eats grass
H is an empty chair
L is a pole without a flag
I is a parking lot without a car
E is a window with a missing side
M is a market sign
I is a stage without the shades
L is a chair without legs
L is lightning turned the wrong way
E is a pair of elf's shoes
R is a leg resting
Ashlie Miller
My dreams sound like rats singing in a quartet,
Spitballs hitting against the side of someone's face,
Elephants playing the tuba,
the sound people make when they hit their thumb
with a hammer,
Chickens running from dogs,
Termites at a wood festival,
the sound when you catch a baseball with your glove,
People running from Ebola-infested monkeys,
Cats fighting in the streets,
Bees buzzing,
Marc laughing,
and when you scratch your fingernails across a chalkboard.
Justin Flowers
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Arkansas Writers in the Schools
-- Visiting Writers -John Baken
earned an M.F.A. in creative writing from the University of Montana.

Mary Beth Baken
published in Green Fuse, American Goat, and won a Lily Peter Fellowship.

Troy Benowitz
published in Oakland Review, The Dossier.

Paul Bone
published in Grassroots; won Best Poem, Grassroots 1994.

Robin Braudwell
was runner-up for a Lily Peter Fellowship.

Bill Breen
participated in the Bethel College Reading Series.

Michael Carragher
published in William and Mary Review, Blackstaff Book of Shon Stories.

Michael Catherwood
published in Pittsburgh Ouanerly, Laurel Review, and has work forthcoming in Agni.

Charles DeWitt
won a Randolph Fellowship.

Michael Downs
is a former newspaper reponer who teaches composition at the University of Arkansas.

Gary Enns
has a shon story forthcoming in Crazyhorse.

Beth Ann Fennelly
published in Best American Poetry 1996, Poetrv Nonhwest, Michigan Ouanerlv Review.

Tom Franklin
published in The Chattahoochee Review, The Nebraska Review, Negative Capability.

Stuart A. Hancox
published in Poetry Miscellanv, Exchanges. and won the Gary Wilson Award in Translation.

Otis Haschemeyer
was a Henfield award nominee and taught at the Buxton School, Williamstown, Mass.

John Hennessey
won a Henfield Prize for fiction.

Carolyn Jensen
published in Mars Hill Review, won a Lily Peter Fellowship, and was a Henfield nominee.

James Katowich
won the Baucum-Fulkerson Award for fiction.

Arkansas Writers in the Schools
- Visiting Writers JayKarr
published in Iowa Poetrv Review, Epiphany, and taught Upward Bound.
Cindy King
published in Exchanges, The American Voice, New Orleans Review, and Laurel Review.
DavidKoen
published in Harper's, Atom Mind, and won a Lily Peter Fellowship.
Betsey Lenz
taught composition at the University of Arkansas.
Angie Macri
published in Wisconsin Review and in Red Cedar Review.
Susan Maertz
won a Lily Peter Fellowship.
Susan Perabo
published in Triquarterlv, New Stories of the South.
Kevin Phelan
published in Chicago Review, Glimmer Train. Minnesota Review, Cutbank.
John Reimringer
teaches honors composition at the University of Arkansas.
Michelle Richmond
published in Gulf Coast, Fish Stories, and Alabama Bound.
Denise Rogers
published in Green Hills Review, and participated in the Northwest Arkansas Women's Festival.
Russ Rothenberger
published in Alternative Press, Grassroots.
Kate Simpkins
is a singer-songwriter.
Kevin Stewart
regularly catches smallmouth bass on the Buffalo River.
Randolph Thomas
published in Glimmer Train, Greensboro Review, Laurel Review.
Katrina Vandenberg
published in Puerto del Sol, Mid-American Review, and won an AWP Intro Award.
Susan Williams
won the Baucum-Fulkerson Award for fiction and drama.

The Magic problem
by Latoya Carbage
Dermott Elementary School

last night I was watching tv
and the magic show came on
and after that I went to bed
when I woke up
the chair became the desk
the pencil became the paper
the book became the newspaper
my mother became my father
the catsup became air-freshener
and my poem became my story
my story became my poem
the end became the end
the end

